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Editor’s Notes
We Accept The Challenge
January 1 ushers in a new year
and a new decade. Each of us has
some notion of what we hope to ac
complish during the next year and
the coming decades and are ready to
meet the ensuing challenges.
The editorship of The Woman CPA
provides my first challenge of 1980.
recognize and accept the respon
sibilities associated with editing a
professional journal and promise
that The Woman CPA will maintain
its level of excellence during my
tenure. My eighteen predecessors
devoted their talents and time to our
journal through 41 volumes. Each
met the challenge of editing our
journal.
The editorial policies will include
those of my predecessors. We will
continue to print the best available
manuscripts on items of interest to
professional and future accountants.
We will publish some articles that
may be based on opinions rather
than research. A journal such as
ours should have room for forward
looking items that may give our
readers cause to project their
thoughts to the future.
We plan to continue all of the pres
ent features. The feature articles will
continue to be the heart of our jour
nal. The departments will be ex
panded. The EDP, International,
Reviews and Theory, and Practice
Departments will continue with the
present editors. The Education and
Tax Departments will have new edi
tors with the next issue. We need
persons for Financial Statements,
Personal Management and Small
Business.
A Student’s Department will be
added. It will address the needs and
concerns of students. Student mem
bers will be encouraged to submit
materials for this section. The
department could also be used as a
vehicle to publish student
manuscripts of exceptional merit.
The editorship has not been filled.
We plan an expanded role for the
department editors. They will have
the responsibility for keeping our
readers informed of changes in their
areas of expertise. They will not be
2/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

expected to submit material for each
issue. These editors will also review
manuscripts in their specialty for
technical accuracy. The Strobel arti
cle in this issue is an example of an
item that would be read by the tax
editor. Some of the manuscripts will
be published in the respective
departments. This month’s Educa
tion Department has guest editors.
New features planned include
case studies, opinions, news
features, and profiles of outstanding
women accountants.
Case studies offer an opportunity
for sharing professional experiences
with others. This issue includes a
case study that reports on the prob
lems that arose in one company
where the basic principles of
budgeting were being ignored.
Novak’s case study illustrates an ac
tual application of some of the psy
chological considerations discussed
in the Soulier article. We hope to
have more “paired” articles where
one discusses the appropriate
theory and/or principles while the
other illustrates their application to
practice.
Each of us have faced unique
problems in our professional
careers. Why not share with our
readers how you defined the problem/s and decided on their solution/s? Case studies involve little
research since they report the solu
tions to real world problems. Yet,
they make valuable contributions to
accounting literature since others
may face similar problems and will
welcome a report on someone else’s
solutions.
Under opinions we will print ger
mane commentary on current topics.
These comments may be opinions
rather than fact. The Deitrick article
fits in this category. A careful read
ing reveals that it is an individual
opinion, yet one that merits con
sideration by college and university
professors and by the recruiters of
accounting graduates. It also pro
vides some valuable insights for the
older student enrolled in college ac
counting programs. The editors may
not agree with opinions expressed
but we believe that in special cases

they should be given a forum.
News features will report on items
of professional interest. We will in
clude announcements of future
meetings of interest to our readers,
We do not plan to publish the text of
standards issued by various agen
cies but will monitor and list those
standards. Agencies and organiza
tions that will be monitored on a
regular basis are: FASB, AICPA’s
Senior Committee Releases, SEC
and CASB.
Profiles of women accountants
who have achieved a high level of
accomplishment or have been the
recipient of an honor will be printed,
Since no other journal seriously
reports on the concerns of women
accountants I believe that we should
honor our own. These women are the
role models of future women ac
countants.
Women accountants are
laboriously climbing the profes
sional ladder. Each year more
become partners in public account
ing firms. More women are being
promoted to vice-presidents, comp
trollers, and top level management
positions in industrial, institutional
and governmental organizations.
Large numbers of women are serv
ing on the councils of national pro
fessional organizations. This issue
profiles Sue Briscoe who was re
cently appointed to the Texas Board
of Accountancy. We believe that we
should report these accomplish
ments in The Woman CPA.
We hope to occasionally enliven
our journal with some humor. We
welcome short items appropriate to
our professional stature. Ideas for
cartoons are sought.
Letters to the editor gives the
readers an avenue for comments.
Your letters will help us establish
future editorial policies. We
welcome your remarks since our aim
is to serve our readers by publishing
items that contribute to our profes
sional development.
Carole Cheatham is our new Asso
ciate Editor for manuscripts. She has
served as Editor of the Education
Department since 1977. Elizabeth
Reid remains as Associate Editor for
Departments. Constance Barcelona
has agreed to stay on the staff as
Consulting Editor. Previous editors
should have been so fortunate!

c.

A Framework for Analysis
A PSYCHOLOGICAL
MODEL OF THE
BUDGETARY
PROCESS

Mary T. Soulier, Ph.D *
*The author would like to thank Don T. DeCoster of the Univer
sity of Washington for his comments and assistance in the pre
paration of this paper.

Budgets are one of the major tools
used by management to express a
plan of action and to control ac
tivities by contrasting actual efforts
with the plan [Welsch, 1971].
However, because management
control systems are created by peo
ple for planning and controlling peo
ple’s activities, they cannot be
viewed as only an accounting tech
nique. For the budgeting process to
be effective the budgeter must be
aware of both the organization’s
policies and structures and how the
operating personnel interact with the
planning and control process.
The importance of these variables
is underscored by management’s in
terest in such management control
systems as management by objec
tives, participative budgeting, and
responsibility accounting [Giblin
and Sanfilippo, 1978]. Yet, the im
pact of these systems on the in
dividuals being controlled can be so
negative that the system must be
phased out because of hostility. In
spite of reported difficulties [Newton,
1977], management has no choice
but to continue to seek planning and
control systems that will increase the
organization’s efficiency and effec
tiveness. The problem is to ensure
that the management control

systems do not leave the organiza
tion in worse shape than it was
before implementation. As one man
ager reported after a budgetary
system implementation failure, “We
thought management really meant it
when they said they wanted partici
pative budgeting, and everyone got
into act in developing their depart
mental budgets. Imagine our dis
satisfaction when they rejected our
departmental budgets and imposed
their own budgets. In fact, we lost
several excellent people as a result.”
A great deal of literature exists
concerning budget pressure, partici
pative management, organizational
conflict, budgetary communication,
and budgetary slack [DeCoster,
1975; Said, 1978]. The consensus of
this literature is that the appropriate
budgetary system and its implemen
tation techniques are dependent
upon organizational structure, man
agement strategies, corporate goals
and objectives, leadership style of
top management, and employee at
titudes, to name a few variables. This
can leave the budget director in the
quandary of how best to evaluate a
management control system to
assure that it facilitates the achieve
ment of organizational goals in an
efficient and effective manner.

The budget officer needs to pre
dict the impact of the management
control system on the personnel’s at
titudes and behavior. This entails
dealing with the processes the man
ager uses to infer the causes of ob
served behavior, both his/her own
and others. The question is: “What
causes do managers assign to a par
ticular success or failure, either their
own or that of a subordinate’s?” This
question is based on the belief that
the individual forms expectations of
success or failure on future tasks
based upon the causes which were
assigned as the results of past suc
cesses or failures [Weiner, 1970].
In a budgetary situation, the pro
cess of assigning causes formally
begins with the receipt of the budge
tary report comparing budgeted and
actual performance. The manager
then uses all available information
including personal observations,
contacts, and control system reports
to draw conclusions about the
causes of the success or failure of
the performance. Finally, the in
dividual makes a decision about
future behavior based on the
analysis [Frieze, 1976; Weiner,
1972].
For example, assume that a man
ager receives an accounting report
indicating a negative performance.
Then, assume that the manager
assigns the causes of the failure to
too tight a budget or insufficient
technical skills, rather than to lack of
effort. The expectation of the in
dividual would be that, regardless of
future effort, the probability of suc
cess on similar tasks in the future
would be very low. There will be little
reason for the manager to increase
effort toward the task performance.
If, however, the manager assigns the
cause of failure to an inappropriate
allocation of time or lack of effort,
then increased effort next period
might result in the successful
achievement of budgetary goals.
Three areas are of particular in
terest to the person setting budge
tary goals:
1. The information sought by the
individual to determine the
causes of the success or failure.
2. The grouping of causes used by
people; and
3. The effect of choosing specific
causes on future behavior.
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A Model of Budgeting
Exhibit 1 develops a model that is
relevant to the budgetary process. In
this model the budgetary process
begins with a translation of
organizational goals into an opera
tional budget (point A). This budget
may be either imposed by manage
ment or developed with the partici
pation of the subordinates. In ac
tuality, these two methods are proba
bly on opposite ends of a continuum
of budgetary practices with most
budgets having some combination
of both. It is through the operational
budget that the subordinate obtains
information concerning the
superior’s expectations of accepta
ble performance. It is also a state
ment of how the individual can
achieve personal goals; that is, rec
ognition, the opportunity to partici
pate in future decisions, promotion,
and monetary compensation.
After actual performance the con
trol phase begins (point B). During
this phase the first step, from the
subordinate’s perspective, is the
evaluation (interpretation) of per
formance as a success or failure. In
a budgetary setting, this comes in
the form of both formal and informal
feedback. Formal feedback would
come through a comparison of a per
formance budget with the actual per
formance data. The resulting
variances are evidence of the suc
cess (zero or positive variances) or
failure (negative variances) of meet
ing the budget. This is shown at
point C in Exhibit 1. As an example,
assume that an audit manager had a
performance time budget of 100
hours to accomplish a specific job.
When the actual hours of work were
totaled they were 20 percent above
budget; an unfavorable report.
As a next step this audit manager
would use available information to
determine why this failure happened.
The information sought can be
grouped into three classes of ques
tions. These questions group how a
person assesses the way current
behavior and results fit in with pre
vious behavior and results to create
an historical pattern. In our example
of an unfavorable time variance the
first question would be, “How am I
doing on different types of jobs?”
The second question has to do with
performance on the same type of job
across time. That is, “Have I received
other unfavorable variances on this
4/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

type of job?” The third compares the
particular performance of the man
ager with other managers; “How do
other managers do on this job?”
These three questions help the
person decide if the performance
behavior was caused by factors
within the individual (e.g., a person’s
skill, personality, and/or effort) or
factors external to the individual
(e.g., a different task, biased
measures, and/or bad luck). If the
audit manager has done well on
most other jobs, has done well on
similar jobs, or if almost everyone
else who has worked on this job has
had unfavorable variances, a cause
external to the manager would be
implied. If, on the other hand, the
audit manager is doing poorly on
most other jobs, on other jobs of a
similar nature, and other managers
are doing well on this job, a cause
internal to the manager would be in
ferred.
Researchers have grouped per
ceived causes of success or failure
along two dimensions: (a) internal
external (control), and (b) stableunstable (stability). These two
dimensions are shown below.

The dimension of control refers to
whether the cause was thought of as
internal or external to the individual
performing the task. Ability, abnor
mal effort, and attitudes are all ex
amples of internal causes; job
difficulty, luck, and behavior of peers
are causes external to the individual.
The stability dimension refers to the
tendency of the causes to be
unchanging over time. For example,
personal ability and the tightness of
the budget would remain constant
for the individual in the short run. On
the other hand, the level of individual
effort could be modified from one ac
counting period to the next.

While there are many possible
causes that could be assigned to
success or failure, research has
shown that it is possible to condense
them into these four major catego
ries: ability level, the amount of effort
expended, the difficulty of the tasks,
and the amount and direction of
luck. These four categories, ex
plored in detail in successive sec
tions, have a direct impact upon
understanding the budgetary pro
cess.

LOCUS OF CONTROL

INTERNAL

EXTERNAL

STABLE

ability

task
difficulty

UNSTABLE

effort

luck
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E X H IB IT

I

A B udgetary M odel

In assigning either internal or
external causes, there is a
likelihood of
superior/subordinate bias.

Control Dimension
As stated earlier, the control
dimension pertains to whether the
cause of the success/failure was
perceived as internal (ability and
effort) or external (task difficulty and
luck) to the individual performing the
job. In assigning either internal or
external causes, there is a likelihood
of superior/subordinate bias. For ex
ample, the audit manager with the
unfavorable variance would likely
choose causal factors such as a
poor control system, biased
measurement systems, a more com
plex job than originally planned
resulting in too tight a budget, un
cooperative colleagues, inex
perienced staff, and unforeseen and
unavoidable events such as acts of
God. These are all external causes.
On the other hand, the supervisor of
the audit manager would more likely
assign internal causes such as little
supervisory experience, an abrasive
personality, lack of technical skills,
too little effort, or a nonprofessional
attitude toward the task. These are
all internal causes. The extent of this
bias could be a principal cause of
superior/subordinate conflict
[Weiner, 1974].

Stability Dimension
The stability dimension pertains to
the likelihood that the causes can be
changed, at least in the short run. If
past behavior on a job was attributed
by the audit manager to the stable
factors of ability and/or task
difficulty, there would be little expec
tation that in the short run results
would change. If the outcomes of the
previous performance were ascribed
to the unstable elements of luck or
effort, expectations of suc
cess/failure can change. Therefore,
shifts in expectancies of the in
6/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

dividual are primarily determined by
the stability of the cause.
At the point of determination of
causes, shown as point D in Exhibit
1, a combination of ability, task
difficulty, effort, and luck will be
chosen as causes of behavior. The
audit manager will assign causes to
the control and stability dimensions
with some weighting of importance
dependent, in part, upon the suc
cess/failure results. These historical
causes are then used to form new ex
pectations. In this way the historical
causes help explain the manager’s
views of past performance while
simultaneously affecting future
behavior.
If the audit manager in our exam
ple chose the causal factors of poor
production systems, uncooperative
colleagues, too tight a budget, inex
perienced staff, or lack of proper
training on his/her part, the causes
could be grouped under the stable
dimensions of ability and task
difficulty. The audit manager could
be expected to make the logical
deductions that faced with these
conditions again on a similar job,
there would be the same results of
unfavorable time variances. And,
since these factors will not change
in the short run, the audit manager
would not likely increase effort. If,
however, the manager had chosen
an unstable factor, such as lack of
effort, s/he might logically conclude
that increased personal effort would
lead to a favorable variance next
time. Here, the audit manager would
likely increase effort next time. Cer
tainly this is of interest in the budge
tary control process since it can be a
useful way of predicting future
behavior of managers as well as a
way of examining superior/subord
inate conflicts.

Policy Implications
Research from social psychology,
organization theory, and behavioral
accounting support the validity of
this framework [Soulier, 1978]. There
is evidence to show that:
1. People do assign causes to
results which affect their future
expectations;
2. The causes can be grouped
along the two dimensions of
control and stability;
3. There is bias in choosing
causes of behavior; that is, the
manager will more likely
assign external causes while

the superior will more likely
assign internal causes.
4. Individuals who receive success
feedback will more likely
choose internal causes (deci
sion-making ability and effort)
and be more satisfied while
those receiving failure feedback
will more likely choose external
causes (task difficulty and luck)
and be less satisfied.

Success/Failure Implications
The policy implications of
research findings on success/failure
feedback using the framework
developed are startling since they
contradict many of the motivational
assumptions made in budgetary
literature. The literature often sug
gests that budgets should be set at
levels achievable 25 to 40 per cent of
the time to achieve maximum per
formance. According to the frame
work developed above, people who
receive continuous or frequent
failure feedback increasingly assign
more external causes of task
difficulty and bad luck. As a result
their expectancies of future success
decrease. The manager would not
expect to succeed and probably
would put forth less effort; there
would be no reason to work harder.

Importance and Satisfaction
The literature suggests that failure
feedback also has the impact of
causing managers to lower their
psychological importance of suc
cessful task performance. This is the
exact opposite of the effect desired
when giving feedback. Instead of
motivating the manager to work
harder to accomplish the job in the
budgeted time, the negative feed
back will cause the individual to
decrease the psychological impor
tance of the task to themselves.
In addition to affecting psy
chological importance, success or
failure feedback can also affect
manager satisfaction. Research has
shown that when failure occurs, the
individual has decreased levels of
satisfaction. The model developed
above offers provocative insights to
this situation. The decreased
satisfaction is not because the in
dividual attributes the failure to inter
nal factors that can be improved
upon. Rather, it occurs because the
individual attributes the failure to ex
ternal factors which implies that the
individual has lost control of the
situation.

The budgetary process really
starts with the assignment of
causes for last period’s
success or failure and the
behavioral expectations
arising from the causes.

Manipulation of Success
or Failure
These findings have obvious
policy implications. First, manage
ment is likely to create dissatisfac
tion among subordinates when
budget levels are set so high that the
majority of feedback is negative.
Since success and failure are
defined in relationship to the
benchmarks budgeted at the begin
ning of the accounting period, they
are judgmental criteria of perform
ance that become absolute values. A
failure in one situation can be
changed to a success by simply
changing the benchmark data.
Satisfaction is not directly depen
dent on the absolute level at which
the budget was set; rather it depends
upon whether the individual believes
s/he was successful in job ac
complishment.
However, an additional problem
may arise. As the individual believes
s/he is more successful, higher
levels of effort will be perceived in
reaching successful task ac
complishment. From a management
point of view this is a two-edged
sword. If the budget is set so high
that the individual receives failure
feedback, the individual will assume
lack of personal control, decrease
expectancies of future successes,
lower the level of effort, and
decrease satisfaction. But, on the
other hand, if management sets the
budget levels lower so that success
feedback will be prevalent, in
dividuals will take more personal
credit for the results, increase expec
tancies of future successes, perceive
themselves as putting forth more
effort, and become more satisfied.
This seems desirable; but in putting
forth more effort, theories of equity
say that the individual is going to ex
pect more rewards. Yet this would be

unjustified unless the success feed
back was based upon valid in
creases in the firm’s effectiveness
and efficiency. Certainly, the setting
of acceptable budget levels appears
to be an art, not a science.
Another implication is important to
the budget director. Too often the
budget process is defined as begin
ning with the definition of the budget
goals and ending when the control
reports are presented and acted
upon. This overlooks the obvious —
the budgetary process really starts
with the assignment of causes for
last period’s success or failure and
the behavioral expectations arising
from the causes.

Mary T. Soulier, Ph.D., is Assistant
Professor of Accounting at Seattle
University. A member of the AAA and
the seattle chapter of the ASWA, she
has been active in professional
development programs in manage
ment and educational accounting.
She has been engaged in research
and writing on the effect of account
ing information on the management
control process and is currently serv
ing on the review board of The Ac
counting Review.

Conclusions
There is no doubt that the budget
director must continue to seek ways
of understanding and explaining the
interaction of the human being with
the budget system. The failure to
seek answers to these human ques
tions can lower the effectiveness and
efficiency of the budget, and
ultimately the firm. The model
developed can offer new insights in
evaluating specific budgetary policy
decisions.
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BUDGETARY
CONTROL IN A
MANUFACTURING
PLANT:
THE PROBLEMS AND PLANS FOR
IMPROVEMENT
AN EXTENDED CASE STUDY
Michael A. Novak

The Situation
The case involves a relatively in
dependent subsidiary of a large na
tional corporation. The subsidiary,
herein referred to as MANU, employs
a total work force of just under 500
people. It is basically a small order
job shop, producing sophisticated,
miniature motors, requiring skilled
engineering and machining. The
subsidiary had been a family owned
and operated company for 20 years,
having been bought out by the cor
poration in 1967. Most of the
employees have been with the com
pany over 15 years. Most persons in
managerial positions have come up
through the ranks.
The author was called in as a con
sultant to design and conduct a
management training program for
the lower level managers (man
agers, supervisors and foremen),
most of whom had little or no formal
managerial education. The author
agreed to enter the system not under
the above contract but rather to do
an analysis of the entire manage
ment system and to offer action
recommendations — one of which
might well be a management train
ing program.
During the course of forty in
dividual interviews and five small
group sessions, six major issues sur
8/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

faced, one of which was referred to
as “scorekeeping” — the process for
monitoring a unit’s productivity and
efficiency. The interviews and group
sessions included all management
levels. On the issue of scorekeeping,
basically two differing viewpoints
emerged, one being held by the plant
manager and his staff while the other
was held by middle and lower level
managers.

A summary statement agreed
on by these lower-level man
agers was that the scorekeep
ing system was inaccurate,
unfair and demoralizing.

The lower managers saw the situa
tion as follows: 1) when the monthly
shipping-dollar goal is met, no ques
tions are asked, no one seems too
worried about high amounts of over
time, waste or low efficiency; 2)
when the goal is not met, perform
ance and procedures throughout the
system are scrutinized and some
body gets blamed for the failure; 3)
meeting the goal every month seems

at times to be less efficient than
being flexible and meeting goals ev
ery 3 or 4 months — monthly goals
force overtime near the end of the
month and create slack time during
the first week of the following month
— some orders for the month fall
through, thereby necessitating some
orders in the following month to be
moved up; 4) “dollars-shipped”
seems to be an unfair and over
simplified unit of account for assess
ing each department’s efficiency and
productivity — for example, one
department loses “A labor,” which is
produced hours, when it has to do
“rework” caused by some other
department’s error; 5) routine, in
dividual performance appraisal is
basically negative — records are
kept only of failures and not for what
is done well or over and above what
is required; recognition and positive
reinforcement in the form of a bonus
usually occur only at the end of the
year and are usually uniform across
each level; 6) when a target date is
missed anywhere along the line, no
one is really accountable — it’s al
ways the other guy’s fault. A summ
ary statement agreed on by these
managers was that the scorekeeping
system was inaccurate, unfair and
demoralizing.
From top management’s point of
view: 1) the scorekeeping system is
not oversimplified but considers
yield, efficiency and produced
hours; 2) the system is fair and accu
rate with realistic and flexible limits
on yield, efficiency, produced hours,
rework, scrap, overtime, etc. — all to
be brought in line under total cost; 3)
the lower level managers take too
simplified of an approach to solving
their problems and only consider
one dimension at a time, such as
overtime, produced hours or efficien
cy; 4) these managers do not seem to
be committed to “getting the job
done” or “taking ownership for the
dollars-to-be-shipped” but rather are
concerned about “playing it safe
and worry only about their narrow
job, not its impact on others.”
There seems to be two basic ques
tions. Is the unit of account over
simplified or the application of it? Is
there a lack of ownership on the part
of some managers or is there
nothing to own?1 There are several
additional related but subsidiary
issues which will be discussed in
terms of the above two.

The accounting system had
data on accomplishments but
the management system only
focused on the failures

Analysis
In analyzing the above, the author
identified a) the violation of several
management accounting principles
and b) the formation of dysfunctional
interpersonal behavior cycles which
seemed to explain the problems and
point to possible solutions.
The types of accounting informa
tion that Simon identified as necess
ary in order for a manager to answer
three basic managerial questions
[Simon, 1957, p. 20] — were either
not provided adequately by the ac
counting system or, if provided, were
not being used. The three questions
Simon posed are: 1) “Am I doing well
or badly?” (a performance appraisal
focus), 2) “What problems should I
look into?” (an attention-directing
focus), and 3) “Of the several ways of
doing the job, which is the best?” (a
problem solving focus).
At all managerial levels in MANU,
there was agreement that question
No. 1 was handled only partially and
that part was “failure feedback.” At
staff meetings, failures were zeroed
in on while accomplishments were
taken for granted. The accounting
system had data on accomplish
ments but the management system
only focused on the failures. This at
titude was very strong in the plant
manager and, not surprisingly, was
transmitted down through all man
agerial levels.
With regard to question No. 2, the
plant manager focused only on
negative results such as too much
overtime or too few productive
hours. Moreover, his focus was on
outcomes and not their causes. His
manner of verbalizing “what the
problem is” and, therefore, where at
tention should be directed was per

ceived by his mangerial team as nar data available for attention-directing
row and over simplified. Some mem and problem solving. He was the one
bers of the team explained that his person other than the chief accoun
meaning and intent was broader and tant who had the clearest under
more complete than his words. Upon standing of how most of the dimen
further questioning, these same peo sions interacted (which probably ex
ple acknowledged that he rarely if plains why he was given the Prod
ever verbalized his full intent. A typi uction head job). He expected his
cal declaration of the plant manager managers to be able to manage in a
after a month of high overtime was similar fashion. His expectations
“no overtime this month.” Some of were highly inappropriate since 1)
his managers took him literally and there was no accountant directly
some figuratively. The effect seemed responsible for these management
to be confusion, anger and protec accounting functions to advise the
tive entrenchment by the lower man managers, 2) his managers had no
agers in response to such perceived previous education or training in
overreaction.
how to conceptualize issues in these
Regarding question no. 3, problem terms and 3) the present top man
solving for the best solutions, the ac agerial practice (noted above) ex
counting system provided informa emplified a simplistic, unidimen
tion on all the dimensions (produced sional use of accounting data.
hours, etc.) but not in a related or in
Norms for the Selection of Ac
tergrated way in which probable
counting
Practices
consequences could be calculated
In light of Simon’s three functions,
by production managers or super
visors. The information was not man Horngren presents five guides or
ageably or relevantly packaged. norms for the selection of manage
Most managers only considered one ment accounting practices [Anton
or two dimensions and never tried to and Firmin, 1972]. These norms will
look at the total interactive effect of be used as an outline for the remain
all the dimensions in solving prob ing analysis of the case in point.
lems. Only two high level managers
Horngren takes as his starting
seemed able and interested in an in point the concept of relevancy. He
tegration of all the dimensions. The defines relevant broadly as that data
chief accountant was one. While he which will lead to an optimum deci
could discuss the integration, he sion [Anton/Firmin, p. 6]. He dis
acknowledged at a group session tinguishes relevancy (that which is
that he was not sure how to weight valid and pertinent) from accuracy
the various dimensions to minimize (precision). Figures can be precise
total cost for a specific problematic but irrelevant, imprecise yet relevant.
situation. It must be recalled that the A key part of relevancy is timeliness.
job shop nature of the plant is not Highly accurate but stale data are ir
characterized by firm long-range relevant because they have no bear
planning, the scheduling of large or ing on the decisions facing the reci
ders, or by a stable recurring product pient. Recalling the job shop
base. Small orders and short lead- character of the case in point, the
time orders requiring highly relevant data available is usually im
specialized parts, engineering and precise. Yet, there is neither time nor
machining militate against any opportunity to figure ahead of time
useful calculation of probable con what information will be needed in
sequences of decisions. There are order to improve the accuracy since
few constants and many critical there is so little regularity in the
system.
variables.
The first norm: Focus the basic
Contrary to Simon’s recommenda
tion, the three distinct management design of the accounting system
accounting functions of perform upon the responsibility centers of in
ance appraisal, attention-directing dividual managers. Ideally, particu
and problem solving were not man lar revenues and costs would be
ned by separate full-time accoun recorded and automatically traced
tants. However, the head of prod to the one individual responsible for
uction (who was new to this position the item (Anton/Firmin, p. 8).
but not new in the company) ex Horngren’s practical conclusion that
pected his managerial subordinates the diffusion of control throughout
to know how to use the accounting the organization complicates the
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task of collecting relevant data by
responsibility centers seems true in
this case. The work flow, com
munication flow, and decision flow
are each complex, due to high inter
dependence among departments
and work units caused by high situa
tional variability.
In a group session with managers
and the chief accountant, the follow
ing situation came to light. The com
pany has been divided into cost cen
ters, each responsible for submitting
a budget. Top management has
reviewed and revised them accord
ing to goals and constraints. The
revised budgets have not normally
been communicated back down to
the cost centers — a management
rather than an accounting break
down. Further, cost centers have
been able to overspend without
departmental control. Due to omis
sion rather than plan, control has
been left to the chief accountant who
cleared requests until the money ran
out and then rejected all requests.
One result has been that conscien
tious people who waited and
carefully planned their budgets
usually found there was nothing left
when they submitted their request.
The impact on the lower managers
in charge of cost centers has been
cynicism and disbelief when they
have been told to take ownership
and take charge of their cost cen
ters. They do not perceive them
selves as having real control or as
having been treated as “people in
charge.” Responsibility has not
really been delegated. The words
have been said but the actions have
not been taken by top management.
Horngren’s second norm: Study
and delineate individual managers’
needs in relation to their sphere of
responsibility and the objectives of
the organization as a whole [Anton/Firmin, p. 9]. This norm main
tains that the management accoun
tant must evaluate the influence of
the accounting system on the
motivations of individuals. As dis
cussed earlier, the misuse of the ac
counting system by focusing only on
failures and sending down one
dimensional messages, “No over
time,” was perceived by lower man
agers as threatening and over
simplified. They saw that no over
time, meant to save money, could
wind up costing the company
money. Blanket, unqualified
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messages made the accounting
system appear impractical, unfair
and creating more and more bur
dens for the managers. Managers’
needs for help — information and
training — to keep overtime down,
produced hours up, yield up and effi
ciency up were not met by one
dimensional statements. Again top
management lost credibility.
That lower managers would “pro
tect” themselves and their work units
in order to look good on perform
ance reports even to the detriment of
the company as a whole is under
standable in light of the above. They
perceived that no assistance was
coming to help them avoid less than
optimal decisions, yet such mistakes
were not totally their fault. Since
blaming and head-hunting would
follow failure, survival meant pro
tecting oneself, making sure blame
fell somewhere else. Getting the job
done followed only after one was
protected.
Top management was aware of
the above “protecting” “ducking”
and “not getting the job done.” They
were not aware that the messages
they were sending down gave good
cause for such behavior.
Horngren’s third norm: Scorekeep
ing data should be accurate. This
has not been possible for each work
unit since no feasible system has
been found to track the quality of the
job done as work passes from one
unit to the next. What is found to be
intolerable to specifications might
be due to machine error, vendor er
ror, or engineering error. Moreover,
as deadlines draw near, tolerances
loosen up and what passes now
would not have passed yesterday.
In some areas scrap has been
reduced. Much of that reduction is
believed attributable to a tighter re
porting system. In effect, much of the
previously reported scrap might well
have existed only on paper.
Horngren’s fourth norm: Budgets
or standards should be understood
and accepted as reasonably attaina
ble goals [Anton/Firmin, p. 12]. The
previously recounted budgeting
practice points out that through the
lack of downward communication
the budget was not understood and,
through the lack of departmental
control or cost center control, was
not accepted. To paraphrase many
supervisors, “the budget is a farce.”
Similarly, standards or policies deal

Close, direct, active contacts
between accountants and
operating managers appears
to be non-existent.

ing with overtime, produced hours,
etc. also have made little sense and
have gained little acceptance by
lower managers, due primarily to the
manner in which they have been pre
sented. The close, direct, active con
tacts between accountants and
operating managers necessary to
strengthen understanding and ac
ceptability of standards, budgets
and reports as measuring devices of
performance [Simon, 1957] appears
to be non-existent at MANU below
the top management level.
Instead of ducking, entrenching,
blaming or doing nothing about the
scorekeeping system, the production
engineer exercised some responsi
ble initiative in submitting a pro
posal to the previous head and also
to the present head of Production.
However, he never received a
response to the proposal.
Horngren’s fifth norm: The items
used to judge performance must be
controllable by the recipient. The
high interdependency among
departments and units at MANU mili
tate against controllability of items.
For example, a shipping foreman
must manage overtime and yield.
However, even it the foreman
decides to work overtime for the
sake of needed yield, twelve sig
natures are required to proceed as
decided. Some of those signatures
come from foremen of other depart
ments such as quality control and
maintenance who have to be willing
to work overtime with shipping. If
they find that they cannot possibly
handle more overtime, they may
refuse to sign. The shipping foreman
then must go up a few levels to
secure more leverage to get the
needed signatures. If the shipping
foreman wins, the quality control
foreman loses control of his/her
overtime and vice-versa.

Once again, top management has
expressed the expectation that the
foreman’s job is to manage such
matters and take control of items
such as overtime, conflicts notwith
standing. From the foremen’s point
of view, they wind up fighting the
whole system and possibly messing
up fellow foremen while controlling
their own times.

Budgetary Control Revisions:
A New Plan
The above analysis was presented
to, discussed with and challenged by
the new (present) head of Production
four months after he assumed the
new position. He eventually ac
cepted most of the analysis.
Two months later, after much con
sultation, the new chief accountant
presented the following budgeting
and budgetary control process for
variable expenses.
1. Primary budgetary control is to
be decentralized to cost centers.
Each center is to track its commit
ments in terms of “when committed”
rather than “when received.” In
order for “tracking via commit
ments” to be useful accounting in
formation to managers, each requis
tion must have as accurate a cost
estimate as possible. If cost estimat
ing assistance is needed, managers
are expected (and will be held ac
countable) for seeking assistance
and suggestions from the Purchas
ing Agent or the Industrial Buying
Center. This is a new norm for the
system.
2. If a cost center manager needs
to exceed his budget, he is to go up
one level to see if he can “borrow”
money for that month from another
unit within his boss’ division or
department. If there is no money at
that level, with the help of his boss
he is to go up another level and so
on, all the way to the plant manager
— a form of flexible budgeting.
3. If a center manager does not
spend his quota for the month, it can
be accrued for the remainder of the
quarter. In the past, each center went
back to zero.
4. Continuing to reinforce flex
ibility and cost center responsibility,
the new plan states that a manager
can choose to spend his budget
differently from the initial budget
breakdown.
5. Should someone else want a
part of a given manager’s budget,

that manager must be consulted. If
he chooses not to release some of
his funds but is overruled by his
boss, he will receive a formal notice
of his new budget to protect him dur
ing a future performance evaluation.
Further, no one has a right to sign
requistion charged to someone else
— another new norm.
6. If the total division budget (e.g.
for Production) begins to be ex
ceeded, a given manager may be cut
back even if he has been in line.
Again, formal notice will be given on
budget cutbacks and the revised
priorities which justify the cutback
and protect that manager. Also,
Production has the flexibility to
“buy” overtime dollars by giving up
other variable expense dollars.
7. The new system also attempts to
clarify and break-out “uncontrolla
bles.” Managers are to take special
care to eliminate from their budget
print-out items which they do not
control such as depreciation. Man
agers will be held responsible for
those items that they and Account
ing finally agree are under their con
trol. This practice is in close agree
ment with Bentley’s position on the
question of who controls costs and,
therefore, where responsibility
should be placed. Bentley [1978, p.
195] writes:
In every company with which I
have been involved, depreciation
is charged to the activity using the
equipment. This is done on the
concept that depreciation is the
cost of using the equipment. This
is not so; depreciation is a finan
cial charge against profits aimed
at recovering the original cost of
the item not previously charged
against profits and will need to be
charged whether or not the asset
is used. The local activity manager
rarely has any say in the financing
of capital purchases, yet he is
charged depreciation, an item
over which he has no control. If he
hired the equipment he would only
need to pay when he used it but he
rarely has the opportunity of
choosing whether to hire or buy.
In the remainder of his article,
Bentley presents the budgetary con
trol process as being established in
reverse of the way it has traditionally
been established. He begins by ask
ing “At what level are managers
going to be held accountable for
costs?” The answer will then deter-

The attention upper-level man
agement gave to the com
plaints and suggestions of
lower-level managers resulted
in the new budgetary control
system.

mine the company’s organization
structure, the individual respon
sibilities of managers, the form and
detail of the accounting system, the
frequency and timing of data collec
tion and the form of the control re
porting system.
The attention upper level manage
ment and specifically the new head
of Production gave to the complaints
and suggestions of lower level man
agers resulted in the new budgetary
control system, evidencing great
sensitivity to the role and needs of
cost center managers. The new
system begins with the question at
what level are managers going to be
held accountable for costs and
builds the rest of the system accord
ing to the answer.
Unfortunately, since the system is
new, there is no evidence as to
whether or not the system works.
However, on paper the new system
attempts to employ many of the cur
rent norms for management ac
counting, and has been received
with great enthusiasm and relief by
the managers. It remains to be seen
whether both upper and lower man
agement use the new system or
revert to previous patterns.
Gifford-Gifford and James [1976]
have devised a schematic, diagram
for use by accountants and others
concerned with effective manage
ment accounting. The schematic
contains the basic points to be con
sidered (or actions to be taken) for
providing management with the rele
vant accounting information it
needs. This schematic has been of
service to MANU in terms of monitor
ing Accounting and Production per
formance in implementing the new
system (See Exhibit 1)
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Diagram A.

Consider agreed strategies
and programs. Analyze
present procedures, noting
interrelationships.
Understand behavioral
aspects of the organization —
particularly the objectives
of individuals.

Determine the decisions
which are needed.

Learn managers’
information requirements

Appreciate corporate and
industry ethos.

Design a report to meet
these.

Note constraints and
potential problem areas;
and dependent information
systems.

Give an interpretation
on data collected.

Communicate and get
feedback on usefulness
of report from managers.

From feedback, monitor
success of information
system in achieving
corporate and individual
objectives.

Note
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Staff Turnover

in

CPA Firms
A Problem Revisited
Anita I. Tyra, CPA, Ph.D.

Over the years, a number of
researchers have investigated the
problems and causes of staff turn
over in CPA firms and recommended
steps to improve staff retention.
Many of these recommendations
have been put into practice. This
study was made in 1978 in a large of
fice of one of the “Big Eight” and
sought to prove the hypothesis that
(1) the rate of turnover decreases
significantly when appropriate per
sonnel policies are implemented, (2)
those who leave the firm had rela
tively little potential for long-term
success, and (3) terminated
employees frequently obtain posi
tions with clients, with or without the
aid of the CPA firm.

Methodology
The majority of studies concerned
with turnover have relied on
responses to questionnaires from
terminated employees; were based
on responses from a sample; and
covered employee terminations that
had occurred over a number of
years. In contrast, this study ob
tained information from the CPA firm
and included all junior and senior
accountants who had terminated
their employment within 1977. Docu
ments examined included the per
formance evaluations terminated
employees had received during their
employment with the firm. Also ex

amined were various manuals and
documents dealing with personnel
administration and training. Inter
views with partners and managers
sought to establish the degree to
which policies were being imple
mented.

The Work Environment
The CPA office where this study
was undertaken has approximately
250 professional employees, of
whom approximately 70%, or 175,
are junior and senior accountants. It
is located in a metropolis having the
usual characteristics of densely
populated urban areas: congested
traffic conditions, long commuting
times for employees, and air pollu
tion. The firm’s employees ex
perience a great deal of diversity in
work assignments since client com
panies range from small to very
large and represent many different
industries. The firm maintains
carefully conducted orientation,
training, evaluation and counseling
programs.

Personnel Policies
The Orientation Program. Before
going on their first engagement, all
new staff members take a two-week,
in-house orientation program. The
program provides an introduction to
the firm and to the practice of public
accounting. Topics covered include

audit procedures, preparation of
audit working papers, and the firm’s
evaluation system. Orientation ses
sions are conducted by two ex
perienced seniors who have demon
strated enthusiasm for teaching and
who possess skills in establishing a
forum for open discussion. Much of
the material is presented on video
tape, followed by question and
answer sessions. The firm’s
“Handbook for Staff Members” is
also discussed in depth. The
handbook describes the firm’s pro
fessional activities, personnel
policies and expectations for the
professional and personal develop
ment of its staff.
The Training Program. This pro
gram stresses staff development,
which is viewed as a combination of
on-the-job experience and formal
continuing education. A minimum of
40 classroom hours per year is re
quired of all professional employees.
A number of courses have been
developed by the firm and are taught
by firm personnel, on a regional
basis, at conference centers and
universities. Facilities are chosen
not only for their adequacy and con
venient location, but also for their at
tractiveness and the availability of
recreational facilities.
Topics of the firm-wide continuing
education program include audit,
tax, MAS, and industry specializa
tions. In addition, there are partners’
programs and courses to develop
the firm’s own instructors. Most
courses require extensive prepara
tion in advance of class attendance.
In addition to the two-to-fourteenday programs which are conducted
regionally, in-office seminars, pro
grammed instruction courses, and
self-study courses are available. The
firm’s own continuing education
courses may be supplemented by
courses taken elsewhere.
The Evaluation Program. Two
types of evaluation records are used;
performance evaluations prepared
after each audit assignment of 40 or
more hours and semi-annual evalua
tions prepared by an evaluation
committee. Performance evaluations
are completed by the person in
charge of the engagement. Juniors
are rated by a senior and seniors by
a manager. The evaluations are due
within two weeks after completion of
the engagement. Instructions for
preparation of this report are quite
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partner. The reviewer has the right to
change the rating and the classifica
tion. In such cases, any matters that
caused the revision will be dis
The staff member is rated on
cussed with the staff member and a
attitudinal characteristics,
brief record of the discussion made.
ability to communicate,
Performance evaluations are used
knowledge of accounting
for scheduling future engagements,
theory, and knowledge of
determination of staff classification
current accounting
(junior, senior, manager), and coun
seling purposes. Semi-annually, an
developments.
evaluation committee, consisting of
eight managers, examines a com
puter summary of all performance re
ports for each staff member during
specific, and are designed to insure the last six months. The summary
a relatively uniform application of shows, among other items, name of
the rating system. The staff member the client, specific tasks performed
is rated on attitudinal charac during the audit engagement (ac
teristics, ability to communicate, counts receivable, plant and equip
knowledge of accounting theory, ment, payroll, etc.) and the rating for
and knowledge of current account each engagement. Upon completion
ing developments. Ratings must be of the review, a member of the
based on the evaluator’s observa evaluation committee meets with the
tions during the audit engagement, employee to discuss strengths,
and include “outstanding,” “above weaknesses and recommendations
average,” “average,” “improvement for improvements.
A similar procedure is followed at
needed,” and “unsatisfactory”
categories. The evaluator is urged to year-end. At that time, the evaluation
consider the staff member’s training committee determines a 3-digit code
and experience and to compare for next year’s classification, ex
him/her with others of the same level perience within the classification,
of experience. A rating of “average” and overall rating. Advancement to
should predominate and other rat the next classification follows after
ings should normally be less fre heavy experience in the present
quent. Ratings of exceptionally out classification. Normal progression
standing or poor performance need from light to heavy experience takes
to be supported by explanatory com two to three years. A junior is ad
vanced to senior after two or three
ments.
Evaluators also supply four value years. Seniors may become man
agers after two or three years in the
judgments:
senior classification. A staff member
1. Would you like to have the staff who has not been advanced to man
member on another engage ager after six years with the firm
usually has doubtful prospects of
ment?
being retained.
2. What should be the staff mem The Counseling Program.
ber’s classification next year?
The firm’s counseling program

3. Is the staff member’s experience
in his/her present classification
judged to be light, medium,
heavy?

Counseling sessions review
4. What is your overall rating for
performance during the past
this employee?
Firm policy requires that the staff six months and match the staff
member’s performance be discussed member’s personal objectives
with him/her during the audit with the firm’s objectives.
engagement and also afterwards.
The completed performance evalua
tion report must be signed by the
staff member, with his/her reaction
noted and reviewed by a manager or
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varies somewhat between offices. In
the office visited for this study, a for
mal counseling committee, consist
ing of eight managers and partners,
performs a counseling function.
Each junior and senior is counseled
at mid-year by a member of the coun
seling committee. Another counsel
ing session lasting from one-half to
one hour is provided at year-end. At
that time, juniors are counseled by
managers, and seniors by partners.
Counseling sessions review per
formance during the past six months
and match the staff member’s per
sonal objectives with the firm’s ob
jectives. Counselors feel that the
program needs more direction. At
the office visited, there is some over
lap between the activities of the
counseling and evaluation commit
tees. The national head office is now
testing a counseling program with
more emphasis on career goals than
on job performance. Even with its
present shortcomings, the counsel
ing program does encourage open
communication and two-directional
feedback.

Rates of Turnover
Against the background of these
personnel policies, the semi-annual
evaluation reports by the evaluation
committee and the underlying per
formance reports were examined. Of
175 juniors and seniors, 62, or 36%,
had terminated employment within a
year’s period. To assess the relative
magnitude of this rate of turnover, it
is presented, together with the
results of three earlier studies, in Ta
ble I. Column I presents the findings
of the present study, i.e., for a large
office of a national firm. Data are for
a recent period (1977) and include
the total population of terminated
employees. Column 2 data are based
on a sample of terminated staff of 3
of the “Big Eight,” 6 other national,
17 regional and 24 local firms, some
with staff of less than five persons.
[Istvan, Wollman, 1976] The time
period covered was not defined in
that study. Data in Column 3 was
published in 1967 and includes a
sample from national, regional and
local firms. [Leathers, 1971] Column
4 shows the current in-house
statistics compiled by the national
firm visited.
Column 1 of Table I indicates that
of those terminating within a ten-year
period, 76% had done so by the end

TABLE I

Comparative Rates of Turnover
Other Studies

This Study

1
2*
3***
4***
Percentage Turnover Percentage Turnover Percentage Turnover Percentage Turnover
At End
of Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Per Yr.
7
23
23
23
18
3
1
1
5
5

Cumulative
7
30
53
76
94
97

100%

Per Yr.
2
7
18
12
17
19
9
6
6
4
100%

Cumulative
2
9
27
39
56
75

Per Yr.
15
15
15
7
10
8
4
3
5
2

Cumulative
15
30
45
52
62
70

84%

Per Yr.
10
22
21
13
2
10
8
2
(7%)
2

Cumulative
10
32
53
66
68
78

89%

* includes very small firms
**includes national, regional and local firms
***Current national statistics of a “Big Eight” firm

of their fourth year. After year four
the percentage of annual termina
tions decline. During year five, the
number of terminations is still sig
nificant, while in years six through
ten it becomes negligible. Column 2
reports a smaller turnover, reaching
a total of 39% after four years. In the
fifth and sixth years the number of
terminations is still high and
declines thereafter. By the end of
year six, 75% of those terminating
within ten years have completed
their move. Results of the survey
shown in Column 3 indicate a high
turnover during the first three years
and smaller turnovers thereafter. At
the end of the fourth year, 52% of the
staff had left the firm. By the end of
the sixth year, 70% of total profes
sional staff had terminated. Turnover
statistics by a national firm for the
firms as a whole, in Column 4, show
that 66% of total professional staff
will leave by the end of year four, and
78% by the end of year six.
Due to the different sizes of firms
(national, regional, local), different
length of time periods covered by the
studies, and different bases (sample
versus total population), the four col
umns of Table 1 are not comparable.
However, the following observations
may be made: (1) Turnover would

appear to be higher and reach an
earlier peak in national firms than in
regional and local firms. (2) In na
tional firms, turnover seems to be
higher in large cities where living
conditions are more difficult. (3) In
all firms, turnover is heavy during the
first five to six years of employment
and thereafter becomes relatively in
significant. (4) Even in a CPA office
with “enlightened” personnel
policies, turnover has not declined.

twelve-months period. Four of the 62
terminated employees were fired and
58 left of their own volition. Of the 58,
four either transferred to other of
fices of the firm or were interns for a
predetermined period. Of the four
junior accountants who were dis
charged, one had received a D rat
ing, two a C rating, and one a B
rating.1
Omitting interns and transfers, 20
juniors (3 of whom would have been
discharged anyway) and 34 seniors
Ratings Received by
gave notice to the firm. Of the 17
Terminated Employees
juniors whose retention would have
For overall ratings, a four-point
been desirable or whose prospects
rating scale is used, represented by
were considered excellent, 4
the A, B, C, D scale in Table 2.
received a rating of A, 11 of B, 1 of C
Terminations are classified into in
and 1 of D. Of the 34 seniors, all of
voluntary and voluntary. Voluntary
whom either had excellent long-term
terminations are sub-classified into
prospects, or whose retention would
four categories:
have been desirable, 11 received a
1. Would have been released rating of A, 18 of B, 4 of C and 1 of D.2
shortly
Table 2 leads to the following obser
vations: (1) Fifteen juniors and 29
2. Additional retention desirable
seniors with A and B ratings who
had good intermediate or excellent
3. Excellent long-term prospects
long-term prospects with the firm
chose to terminate their employment.
4. Interns and transfers
(2) The loss of these 44 employees
Table 2 presents information occurred at a time that was not con
about type of separation and venient to the firm. (3) An unplanned
employee’s final rating. In total, 26 turnover or 25% (44 out of 175
juniors and 36 seniors left during a juniors and seniors) is significant.
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TABLE 2

Ratings of Separated Junior and Senior Staff
FINAL RATING*

B

C

D

Involuntary

1

2

1

Voluntary: Would have
been released shortly

1

2
1

Type of Separation

A

Voluntary: Additional
retention desirable

2

9

Voluntary: Excellent
long-term prospects

2

Interns and Transfers
TOTAL

4

Total

Seniors

Juniors

A

B

C

D
4

3
1

37

2

17

2

9

1

14

2

1

1

4

12

19

15

5

1

2

4

4

1

62

* Rating Scale:
A. Outstanding
B. Above Average
C. Average
D. Below Average

(4) The ratings, by themselves, do
not seem to reflect undue harshness.
Of all terminated juniors and seniors,
26% received ratings of A, 55% of B,
14% of C and 5% of D. It may be
assumed that ratings of those re
maining with the firm are as good as,
if not better than, ratings of termi
nated staff.

Reasons for Separation
Upon termination of employment,
departing employees are asked to
state their reasons for leaving. It is
quite possible, of course, that
responses are camouflaged. Further,
in many cases, a number of reasons
may have contributed to a resigna
tion. The seven columns of Table 3
(Reasons for Separation) may be
viewed as clusters. Column 1 is for
employees who did not wish to state
their reasons for leaving. Columns 2
and 3 indicate pursuit of new
challenges. Columns 4, 5, and 6
reflect reasons related to working
conditions, progress in the firm and
public accounting as a career. When
terminated employees cited any of
these three, various statements in
16/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

the evaluation documents indicate
that all three reasons may have con
tributed to the separation. Column 7
is for personal reasons. A review of
comments appearing in evaluation
documents points to the possibility
that terminated employees may have
cited personal reasons as an evasive
device. In many of these cases, evi
dence shows a significant degree of
dissatisfaction with progress, work
assignments and working condi
tions. Table 3 includes data on the 51
juniors and seniors whose additional
retention was considered desirable
and who had excellent long-term
prospects with the firm. The majority
of those leaving (18 out of 51) cited
family, health and other reasons.
Sixteen of 51 indicated that working
conditions, lack of progress and dis
like of public accounting as a career
had caused them to terminate their
employment. Thirteen stated that
outside offers and going into prac
tice for themselves prompted their
terminations. Four gave no reason
for giving notice. On the basis of
these statistics the following may be

observed: (1) Approximately twothirds (columns 4, 5, 6, and 7) of
desirable staff members left because
of explicit or implicit disillusionment
with the environment of public ac
counting. (2) The other one-third
found better opportunities
elsewhere, including 9 of 51, or
roughly 18%, who remained in
public accounting, presumably in a
better work environment.

Placement of Terminated
Employees
It is often assumed that CPA firms
play a major role in securing
employment for terminated staff.
However, this was not found to be so
in this study. Table 4 presents place
ment information about the 51 termi
nated juniors and seniors who had
established a good record at the
firm. Only 3 out of 51 were placed by
the firm. Twenty-four did not provide
information to the firm about their
new employment. Another twentyfour had found new positions by their
own efforts. Of these, only four were
employed by clients of the firm and

TABLE 3

Reason for Separation
2

1

Unknown Outside
Offer

3

Own
Practice

4

5

6

Travel,
Dissatis Dislike
Overtime faction
of
Etc.
with
Public
Progress Acct.

Type of Separation

7

OtherFamily,
Health,
School,
etc.

TOTAL

Voluntary:
Additional retention
desirable

2

3

6

4

7

2

13

37

Voluntary: Excellent
long-term prospects

2

1

3

1

—

2

5

14

4

4

9

5

7

4

18

51

TOTALS

TABLE 4

Placement with New Employers—
Placed by Firm

Unknown

Not placed by Firm

Total
Type of Separation

and employed:
with
with
client
non-client

with
client

with
non-client

Voluntary: Additional
retention desirable

2

—

2

13

20

37

Voluntary: Excellent
long-term prospects

1

—

2

7

4

14

4

20

24

51

TOTALS

twenty by non-clients. It may be ob
served: (1) The assumption that firms
provide significant assistance to
staff in finding a better position is not
based on facts. (2) Employees secur
ing a new position without the aid of
the firm were much more likely to
locate with a non-client than a client.

3

Conclusions
Despite serious efforts to improve
staff retention, the rate of turnover
has not declined in the office visited.
The firm’s national statistics indicate
that turnover during the first three
years for the firm as a whole is the
same as for the local office.

However, the office visited
perienced nearly three times
turnover during the fourth and
years (41%) than the national
average (15%).

ex
the
fifth
firm

Continued on page 28
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sale, if it is a business exchange for
the benefit of both parties, and there
is no evidence of donative intent, the
deduction
will be denied. In the case
Limitations on the
Charitable
of a bargain sale to a qualified
charitable organization, part of the
difference between the fair market
value and the selling price can be
claimed as a charitable deduction
where there is donative intent. The
basis of the property must be allo
cated between the sale and the gift
portion, so that some gain will be
recognized and the charitable
deduction will be reduced.
Example: An individual sells a
painting to a museum for $21,000,
which has a fair market value of
$28,000 and a basis of $10,000.
Individuals and Corporations
Three-fourths of the cost
(21,000/28,000) would be allocated
After the 1978 Revenue Act
to the sale and one-fourth
(7,000/28,000) to the gift. A gain of
$13,500
($21,000-$7,500) is recog
Caroline D. Strobel, CMA, CPA, Ph.D.
nized. The allowable contribution
is $4,500 ($7,000-$2,500).
A contribution must be paid in
cash or other property before the end
of the tax year regardless of the
method of accounting being
Since the Revenue Act of 1917, transfer of money or property to a employed by an individual. If a con
Congress has provided a charitable qualified organization made by the tribution is charged to a bank credit
deduction for individuals in deter taxpayer without receipt or expecta card, it may be deducted only in the
mining taxable income. That act pro tion of financial or economic benefit year that the bank is actually paid.
vided for a deduction up to an commensurate with the money or There is a limited exception to the
amount equal to 15% of taxable net property transferred [Reg. 1.170A — “year of payment” rule for corpora
income. (For gifts to certain charita 1 (C) (5)]. If there is an expectation of tions on an accrual accounting
ble organizations.) Prior to 1936, cor financial or economic benefit, the basis. A corporation may elect to
porations could take a deduction for payment or transfer may, however, treat all or part of a contribution as
charitable donations only if the gifts be deductible as an ordinary busi being made within the year if the
were closely enough related to the ness expense. A deduction is not board of directors authorized the
conduct of their business to qualify allowed for contributed services; contribution during the year, and the
as a business expense. The Revenue however, out-of-pocket expenses contribution is paid on or before the
Act of 1935, authorized corporate paid while rendering services with 15th day of the third month following
deductions for gifts to or for the use out compensation to a charitable the close of the taxable year. This
of certain charitable organizations. organization are deductible as con allows a corporation to manage its
With the enactment of the 1954 tributions. For example, a deduction gift-giving in such a way that it can
Code, these separate rules were is allowed for the cost and mainte fully utilize its charitable contribu
combined into a single code section nance of uniforms that do not have tion deduction limitation [Sec. 170
[Sec. 170]. The charitable contribu general utility, but are worn while (a)].
tion deduction was greatly modified performing charitable services, such
A charitable contribution deduc
by the 1969 Tax Reform Act when an as Girl Scout or hospital auxiliary tion will not be allowed for the con
elaborate system of rules to equalize uniforms.
tribution of an interest in property
the tax benefits of cash gifts and
which consists of less than the entire
In
the
case
of
a
part
sale
—
part
gifts of property was instituted. The
interest in the property except to the
gift,
if
the
value
of
the
benefit
or
con

purpose of this article is to discuss
extent
the deduction would have
these complex rules which limit the sideration received is less than the been allowable if made in trust. This
amount that can be taken as a fair value of the property transferred, has the practical effect of denying
charitable deduction in any year, in the difference will be deductible as a contributions of partial interests.
cluding the changes made by the charitable contribution. For exam
Example: Gatch Realty donates an
ple, a fifty dollar ticket to a heart fund
1978 Revenue Act.
office in its building to the local
benefit banquet will be deductible to
Charitable Contributions
Community Chest. The fair rental
the extent it exceeds the value of the
To be deductible, a contribution meal [Rev. Rul. 67.246,1967-2
value of the office would be denied
must be a gift which is a voluntary CB104]. In the case of a bargain
as a charitable contribution.
Contribution
Deduction
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receives substantial support from
the general public. Examples of a
Contributions are deductible only public charity are the Girl Scouts of
if they are made to one of the follow America, the American Heart Asso
ciation, local churches, art museums
ing types of organizations:
and symphony orchestras. In addi
1. A state, U.S. possession, or po tion, there are two other types of
litical subdivision thereof, the charities which are treated much like
United States or the District of a public charity for purposes of ap
Columbia, for public use;
plying the charitable deduction
2. A domestic community chest, limitation rules. They are private
corporation, trust, fund or foun operating foundations [Sec. 4942],
dation organized and operated and private foundations [Sec. 509
exclusively for charitable, (a)]. Both of these types of charities
religious, educational, scien distribute their funds to public
tific or literary purposes or for charities and thus benefit the
the prevention of cruelty to general public. Donations to this
children or animals, or to foster type of charity are limited to 50% of
national or international the charitable contribution base.
amateur sports competition
The second type of charitable
(but only if no part of its ac organization is the private non
tivities involve the provision of operating charity. This type of
athletic facilities or equip charity does not receive substantial
ment);
support from the general public, but
3. A war veteran’s organization;
from a few individuals. A family foun
4. A non-profit volunteer fire com dation is an example of this type of
pany;
charity.
5. A civil defense organization cre
A third type of charitable
ated under Federal, state, or
organization is the semi-public
local law;
charity. This classification includes
6. A domestic fraternal society
the war veterans organizations,
operating under the lodge
domestic fraternal societies and
system, but only if the contribu
nonprofit cemetery companies.
tion is to be used exclusively
Donations to these latter two types of
for one or more of the charita
charities are limited to 20% of the
ble purposes described earlier
charitable contribution base.
under 2;
7. A nonprofit cemetery company, Classes of Contribution
if the funds are irrevocably dedi Property
cated to the perpetual care of
A distinction is made in the treat
the cemetery as a whole, and ment of contributions depending
not a particular lot or upon the type of property con
mausoleum crypt [Sec. 170 (c)]. tributed. For purposes of the charita
Publication No. 78, the “Cumula ble deduction, property is classified
tive List of Organizations Described into three types:
in Section 170 (c) of the Internal
A. contributions of appreciated
Revenue Code of 1954”, is updated
property which, if sold at the
and revised annually by the Internal
fair market value on the dona
Revenue Service. Three cumulative
tion date, would give rise to
quarterly supplements are also
long-term capital gain; and
published each year containing ad
B. contributions of cash, property
ditions only. This list is not all-in
which has not appreciated in
clusive; it contains only the names of
value, and appreciated proper
organizations whose status has
ty, which, if sold at its fair
been passed on the by the Internal
market value on the donation
Revenue Service. Other organiza
date, would give rise to ordin
tions may also qualify if they belong
ary income; and
C. contributions of property for use
to one of the above classifications.
by a charitable organization.
A distinction must be made be
In
the
case of tangible real or per
tween types of charitable organiza
tions for purposes of applying the sonal property used in a trade or
limitations on the amount of the business, the portion of the gain that
charitable deduction that can be would be taxed as ordinary income
taken in any one year. A public under the depreciation recapture
charity is an organization that rules would be placed in Class B and

Qualified Charitable
Organizations

the balance which would be taxed
under the rules of Sec. 1231 and be
placed in Class A.

Capital Gain Property
When property other than cash is
contributed, (for purposes of taking
the charitable contribution deduc
tion) the value of the property is its
fair market value on the date of con
tribution. Fair market value is
defined as “the price at which the
property would change hands be
tween a willing buyer and a willing
seller, neither being under any com
pulsion to buy or sell, and both hav
ing reasonable knowledge of rele
vant facts” [Reg. 1.170A-1 (c) (2)].
If an individual makes a contribu
tion of property to a public charitable
organization (qualifying as a 50%
organization), and the use of the pro
perty is unrelated to the purpose or
function of the organization, the
amount of the deduction must be
reduced by 40% of the amount of
gain that would have been long-term
capital gain had the property been
sold at its fair market value at the
time of the contribution to the
charity.
The amount of any contribution of
long-term capital gain property
given to a semi-public or private
foundation must also be reduced in
the same way. Prior to the Revenue
Act of 1978, the reduction in the fair
market value of the property was
50% of the amount that would have
been recognized as long-term
capital gain if the property had been
sold. This change in the percentage
of reduction in the fair market value
of capital gain property is effective
for contributions made after October
31, 1978.
Example: On November 15, 1978,
Jones contributes a statue,
purchased before November 14,
1977 for $10,000, to a hospital,
which in turn sells the statue for
$20,000. The amount of the
charitable contribution allowed
Jones is $16,000, the basis in the
property plus 60% of the amount
that would have been recognized
as capital gain had the property
been sold by Jones.
Corporations which make dona
tions to a private foundation not
qualifying as a public charity or to a
public charity that puts the property
to an “unrelated use,” must also
reduce the amount of the contribu
tion of tangible personal property
The Woman CPA, January, 1980/19

according to the amount of gain that
would have been recognized as
long-term capital gain if the property
had been sold at its fair market
value. Prior to the 1978 Revenue Act,
5/8 of the appreciation in property
which would have been recognized
as a long term capital gain was
removed from the fair market value
of the contribution. After the 1978
Revenue Act the applicable deduc
tion is 28/46 of the appreciated
value. This is effective for donations
occuring after October 31,1978.
Example: A corporation donates a
painting to a private foundation
with a market value of $150,000
and a basis of $50,000. The fair
market value must be reduced by
$60,870 (28/46 of $100,000), leav
ing a deduction of $89,130
($150,000 — $60,870).

Ordinary Income Property
If a contribution is made of proper
ty which is usually sold in the normal
course of business, the fair market
value of the property is the amount
that would have been realized in the
usual market of the donor. In the
case where the usual selling price
could not have been reasonably ex
pected to be realized, the fair market
value will be the amount for which
the property could have been sold at
the time of the contribution [Reg.
1.170A-1 (c) (3)]. In addition, con
tributed inventory, which has been
properly allocated to cost of goods
sold, will have a zero basis for pur
poses of computing the charitable
contribution.
All contributions of ordinary in
come property are required to be
reduced by the amount of ordinary
income which would have resulted
had the property been sold at its fair
market value as determined at the
time of the contribution. This would
include:
1. inventories
2. works of art or manuscripts cre
ated by the donor
3. capital assets held less than a
year
4. Sec. 306 stock
5. stock to which Secs. 341 (a)
(collapsible corporations or
1248 (a) (foreign corporations)
applies; and
6. assets used in a trade or busi
ness, but only to the extent that
the gain on sale would have
been ordinary income under the
recapture provisions.
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Example: Susan, an artist donates
one of her paintings which has a
fair market value of $15,000 to a
local art museum. The charitable
deduction allowed will be zero.
Corporate donations of inventory
to a public charity or private opera
ting foundation for use in its exempt
purpose for the care of the ill, the
needy, or infants follow a different
rule. Corporations are allowed an in
creased charitable deduction for this
type of contribution of inventory
items provided they are not
Subchapter S corporations. They
can deduct their basis in the proper
ty plus one-half of the appreciation
in value of ordinary income property,
not to exceed twice the basis of the
contributed property. This rule does
not apply to any amounts con
tributed which are ordinary income
because of the recapture rules.
Example: A corporation donates
inventory with a fair market value
of $2,000 and a basis of $1,000 to a
public charity. The amount
allowed as a charitable deduction
will be $1,500 ($1,000 basis plus 50
percent of the $1,000 appreciation
in value).

50% Limitations on the
Charitable Contribution
Deduction
An individual is limited by a com
plex set of rules to the amount that
can be taken as a charitable deduc
tion in any one year. The general
rule states that contributions are to
be limited to 50% of the contribution
base. The contribution base of an in
dividual is adjusted gross income (or
gross income less the deductions
listed in Sec. 62) computed without
regard for any net operating loss
carryback [Sec. 170 (b) (1) (F)]. This
general limitation applies to all
classes of contributed property.
However, for purposes of computing
this limitation, contributions to
public charitable organizations are
considered before including con
tributions to semi-public and private
organizations and contributions of
property “for the use of” any
organization. Only contributions to
public charities in excess of 50% of
the contribution base can be carried
over for use in later years. Thus, if
contributions are made to semi
public or private charitable
organizations, care must be taken

that this overall 50% limitation is not
exceeded in the year the contribu
tions are made because the con
tribution will be lost as a deduction.

20% Limitation on
Contributions
There is an additional limitation
for contributions made to semi
public and private charities and to
contributions “for the use of” any
chairitable organization. The max
imum deduction allowed for such
contributions is 20% of the contribu
tion base. This limitation can only be
applied after the 50% limit has been
applied, and contributions to public
charities have been used.

Example: An individual with ad
justed gross income of $30,000
computed without regard to any
net operating loss carrybacks,
contributes $8,000 to a public
charity, and $8,000 to a private
foundation. The allowable charita
ble deduction would be computed
as follows:
50% Limitation
Contribution base
$30,000
x .50
50% limit on charitable
deduction

$15,000

Contribution to public
charity

$ 8,000

Contribution to private
charity allowed to the
extent of the 50%
limitation

7,000

Allowed deduction under
$15,000
the 50% limitation
20% Limitation
Contribution base
20% limit on charitable
deduction to private
foundation

Allowable Contribution
Contribution to public
charity
Contribution to private
foundation
Total charitable
contribution allowable

$30,000
x .20

$ 6,000

$ 8,000
6,000

$14,000

30% Limitation on
Contributions
Contributions of capital gain pro
perty are limited to 30% of an in
dividual’s contribution base. This
limitation applies regardless of
whether or not the property is subject
to the 20% limitation or the general
50% limitation. Appreciated capital
gain property contributed to other
than public charitable organizations
will be subject to both the 30% and
the 20% limitation. The order of ap
plying the 30% limitation is the same
as for the 50% limitation. Contribu
tions of capital gain property made
to public charitable organizations
which exceed the 30% limitation can
be carried forward and used in later
years.
Example: A taxpayer with a con
tribution base of $30,000 makes a
contribution of appreciated pro
perty with a fair market value of
$8,000 to a public charity; a con
tribution of $4,000 cash and ap
preciated capital gain property
with a fair market value of $6,000
and a basis of $2,000 to a private
foundation.
Contribution base
$30,000
x .50
50% limit on charitable
deduction
$15,000
Contribution base

20% limit on charitable
deduction
Contribution base

30% limit on charitable
deduction

$30,000
x .20

$ 6,000
$30,000
x .30

$ 9,000

The interaction of these three
limitation rules illustrated in Table 1
is complex and the three steps out
lined in the example above should
be used in applying these rules. Note
that in the Above example, the 50%
limitation is applied and $1,400 of
the amount of capital gain property
to a private foundation is removed,
calculated as follows:
$4,000 cash plus $4,400 appreciated
property ($2,000 basis plus 60% of
the capital gain of $4,000 which
would have been recognized if sold).
Next the 20% limitation is applied to
the remaining contribution to the pri
vate foundation, and another $1,000
capital gain property to a private

Table 1

Application of Limitations

Step 1 — 50% Limitation
Appreciated Property to
Public Charity
Private Charity
a. Cash
b. Appreciated Property

Charitable
Donation

Step 2 — 20% Limitation
Private Charity
a. Cash
b. Remaining appreciated
property

Step 3 — 30% Limitation
Appreciated property
to Public Charity
Remaining appreciated property
to Private Charity

Allowable Charitable Contribution:
Appreciated property to public charity
Cash to private charity
Appreciated property to private charity

foundation is removed from the
allowable charitable deduction.
Finally, the $8,000 capital gain pro
perty to a public charity and the re
maining $2,000 capital gain dona
tion to the private charity are added
together for purposes of applying the
30% limitation for capital gain pro
perty. This illustrates the rule that
when applying the 50% and 20%
limitations, property to which the
30% limitation applies is considered
after all other contribution limita
tions.
There is an election available for
contributions of capital gain proper
ty to public charities which ordinarily
would be limited by the 30% limita
tion. The fair market value of the pro
perty can be reduced by 40% of any
long-term capital gain which would
have been recognized if the proper
ties had been sold and the property
can be included under the 50%
limitation. The election must be
made on the tax return for the elec
tion year and once made is binding
[Sec. 170 (b) (1) (D)]. Any charitable

$ 8,000
4,000
4,400
$16,400

Limitation

Value of
Charitable
Donation
Remaining
After
Applying
Limitation

$15,000

$ 8,000

$15,000

4,000
3,000
$15,000

$ 6,000

$ 4,000
3,000
$ 7,000

$ 6,000

$ 4,000
2,000
$ 6,000

$ 8,000

$ 9,000

$ 8,000

2,000
$10,000

$ 9,000

1,000
$ 9,000

$ 8,000
4,000
1,000
$13,000

contribution carryover from a capital
gain from a prior year must be
recomputed using this election, even
if no election was made in the prior
year. Before making the election to
reduce an otherwise allowable
charitable deduction by 40% of the
appreciated value, an analysis must
be made as to the probability of a
charitable deduction carryover of
the full amount under the 50% limita
tion being used during the next five
years. In addition, one must compare
the total tax reductions likely under
both alternatives based on the
marginal tax rates of the current and
carryover periods.

Carryover of Excess
Contributions
Contributions to public charities
which exceed the 50% limitation
may be carried over to the next five
years or until used. Any unused
donation of capital gain property do
nated to a public charity and subject
to the 30% limitation can also be
carried forward to the next five years.
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The capital gain property carryover
will retain its character and be sub
ject to the 30% limitation in the five
succeeding years or until used. Pro
perty which is capital gain property,
but on which an election has been
made to reduce the fair market value
of the property by 40% of the ap
preciation in the property, will not be
subject to the 30% limitation if it
becomes a carryover contribution. In
this case the election made in the
year of contribution will be used
when accounting for the carryover
deduction. Note that where an elec
tion was not made in the prior year,
but is made in the current year, the
carryover must be recomputed as
though the election had been made.
The appreciation is reduced as
though the election had been made
in the prior year and the remaining
contribution is further reduced by the
amount actually deducted previously
as a charitable contribution deduc
tion to determine the amount of car
ryover available.
When there are charitable con
tribution carryovers from prior years
and the taxpayer does not itemize
deductions in a subsequent year, the
carryover charitable contribution
deduction will be deemed to have
been utilized to the extent that it
would have been used if the taxpayer
had itemized.
Example: Taxpayers Jane and Jim
Adams have an unused charitable
contribution deduction of $500
made to a public charity in 1978. In
1979 the Adams do not itemize
deductions because they do not
exceed their zero bracket amount.
In 1979 their charitable contribu
tions were $2,000 and their con
tribution base was $30,000. The
$500 charitable contribution car
ryover from 1978 will be deemed to
have been used in 1979 since it
does not exceed 50% of their con
tribution base. None will be availa
ble to carryover into 1980.

Corporate Limitations
Unlike the complex limitation rules
applicable to charitable contribu
tions made by an individual, the
limitation governing a corporation is
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simply 5% of its taxable income
before certain deductions, irrespec
tive of the type of contribution or the
donee [Sec. 170 (b) (2)]. For pur
poses of computing the charitable
contribution base for corporations,
taxable income is to be computed
before the deduction for charitable
contributions [Sec. 170], the special
deduction for dividends received
from other corporations, [Secs.
241-247] any net operating loss car
ryback to the taxable year [Sec. 172],
and the special deduction for
Western Hemisphere Trade Cor
porations [Sec. 1212 (a) (1)]. It is in
teresting to note that for corpora
tions, capital loss carrybacks and
operating loss carrybacks are ac
corded the same treatment and are
not used to adjust the contribution
base. This is not true, however, when
the capital loss or operating loss is
carried forward. In this case, they
will both be used in arriving at a con
tribution base on which to apply the
5% limitation.
Subchapter S corporations are
allowed a charitable contribution up
to 5% of taxable income just as or
dinary corporations. They are unlike
partnerships in this regard. A
partnership may make a charitable
contribution, but the deduction will
be passed through to the partners
and be subject to the charitable con
tribution limitations of an individual.
Trusts and estates may make
unlimited charitable contributions
from their gross income [Sec. 642
(c)].
Where both a charitable contribu
tion carryover and a net operating
loss carryover occur in the same
year, taxable income must first be
reduced by the charitable contribu
tion carryover, before applying the
operating loss carryover.
Example: A corporation with taxa
ble income of $30,000 has a
charitable contribution carryover
of $3,000, and a net operating loss
carryover to the extent of the 5%
limitation ($30,000 - $1,500), and
then the net operating loss car
ryover will be applied. Taxable in
come will be zero, and there is a

$1,500 charitable contribution car
ryover, of $35,000. Taxable income
will first be reduced by the charita
ble contribution carryover, and, a
$6,500 net operating loss car
ryover, provided that the time
limitations on these carryovers
have not expired.
The charitable contribution car
ryover of an acquired corporation is
one of the tax attributes available to
an acquiring corporation under Sec.
381 (c) (19). The 5% ceiling on
charitable deductions and five year
limit on availability for carryover will
apply. The acquiring corporation
must include the number of years the
deduction was available to the ac
quired corporation in applying the 5
year rule for eligibility of the car
ryover.

Summary
The charitable contribution is
limited by the type of property do
nated, class of organization
benefited by the gift, and the con
tribution base of the donor. A series
of complex rules has been
developed that limits the amount of
charitable contribution that can be
taken in any year by individuals and
corporations. Changes in the limits
placed on appreciated capital gain
property made in the 1978 Revenue
Act allow for an increased charitable
deduction for this type of property.
Anyone considering a large charita
ble donation, or an accountant ad
vising a client, should make sure
that the maximum tax benefit will be
available to the donor while ac
complishing the intended purpose of
the gift.

Caroline D. Strobel, CMA, CPA,
Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor of Ac
counting at the University of
Alabama in Birmingham. She is a
member of ASWA, AWSCPA, NAA
and other professional organiza
tions. She has published in various
professional journals.

Internal Revenue Service
Proposed Changes
On April 3, 1978, the IRS proposal
for elimination of the District Con
ference was published in the Federal
Register.4 A single appeals function
under the Regional Director of Ap
peals was proposed. The announce
ment emphasized that the elimina
tion of the District Conference would
not eliminate any of the rights of ap
peal previously enjoyed by tax
payers. The Appellate Division pro
cedures would be changed to
preserve these privileges. For exam
ple, Appellate Conferences would be
available at all locations where Dis
trict Conferences have been offered.

New IRS Appeals
Procedure

L. Howard Godfrey, CPA, PhD.

At the conclusion of an audit, the
Revenue Agent may propose adjust
ments which will result in additional
tax liability. There are specific pro
cedures by which a taxpayer can ob
ject to the assessment of additional
taxes. Recently, the IRS made sig
nificant changes in these adminis
trative appeals procedures. This arti
cle presents some facts about the
appeals process, describes the
changes made by the IRS, and iden
tifies some of the controversy sur
rounding the changes.

Past Appeals Procedure
Until October 2, 1978, a taxpayer
wishing to contest a proposed defi
ciency had two levels of appeals
available. After receiving the report
of the auditor, the taxpayer or his ad
visor could request a District Con
ference. The responsibility for this
conference was in the office of the
District Director, if the taxpayer was
not satisfied with the results of the
District Conference, or if the District
Conference was bypassed, the tax
payer could obtain a conference
with the Appellate Division in the
Regional Commissioner’s Office. A
taxpayer not receiving satisfactory
results with the Appellate Con
ference could file petition with the

Tax Court. Of course, a taxpayer
could go to Tax Court without using
the administrative appeals process.1
In either case, the Appellate Division
generally would provide a con
ference after the case was docketed
by the tax court. Settlement of a
docketed case would require con
currence of regional counsel.
The Internal Revenue Service pro
vided these appeals opportunities in
fifty-eight district offices and forty
regional branch offices in the United
States. In addition, conferences were
arranged at other mutually conven
ient locations.2 In the last ten years,
97 percent of all disputed cases were
closed without trial. In 1978, the ap
peals function disposed of 54,715
cases by agreement, the Tax Court
tried 1,742 cases and 447 cases were
tried in District Courts and the Court
of Claims3. District Conferences
resulted in agreement in 68.9 percent
of the cases in 1978. Roughly onehalf of the cases handled by the Ap
pellate Division were nondocketed
cases, i.e., cases in which the tax
payer has not filed a petition with the
Tax Court. The remainder were
docketed cases. Closing agree
ments were reached in 70 percent of
the nondocketed case and 73 per
cent of the docketed cases in 1978.

The Proposed Change Was
Controversial
The May, 1978 issue of Taxes—
The Tax Magazine contains an arti
cle by a former IRS Manager Con
feree who supported the change.5
The August, 1978, issue of the same
journal contains an article by a
former IRS Assistant Chief Counsel.
In this article the author emphasized
that the change could cause serious
problems.6 Some of the points raised
by these authors will be considered.
In the first article, the author refer
red to the increasing concern over
the effectiveness of the two-step ad
ministrative appeal system. His
reasons for recommending a single
level of appeals were:
1. To strengthen the quality of
appeal services, and
2. To increase public confi
dence in taxpayer oppor
tunities for speedy, low cost
resolution of unagreed
cases.
The Audit Division has followed a
policy of rotating its personnel from
one area to another, with the District
Conference being one of the
specialty areas. This meant that
there was less opportunity for the
development of competent conferees
at the district level than at the appel
late level. The elimination of the Dis
trict Conference should eliminate
this problem of the “revolving door”
for conferees. Also, a district con
feree’s authority to settle cases was
less than the authority given an ap
pellate conferee. This proposed
change would give the taxpayers the
benefit of full settlement authority
immediately, rather than requiring
them to wait until the second con
ference. Another problem with the
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District Conference was the doubt as
to its independence from the audit
function which proposes the assess
ments. Removal of the appellate
function from the District Director’s
Office should increase taxpayer con
fidence in the independence of the
appeals function.
In the second article, the author
emphasized the importance of the
administrative appeals function and
suggested caution in modifying it.
He noted that in a recent year, the
audit of 2.3 million returns resulted in
recommended additional taxes and
penalties for 1.5 million of those
returns. There were 62,000 cases of
disagreement over proposed adjust
ments for that year. However, the Tax
Court along with the District Courts
and the Court of Claims disposed of
less than 2,000 cases by trial and
decision.7 This meant that the ap
peals machinery accommodated the
vast majority of the disputes. If a sig
nificantly larger number of taxpayers
are unable to get a settlement
through the IRS appeals procedure,
the court system will find itself
flooded with cases. The author con
sidered the Appellate Division to be
undesirable for many taxpayers
because of:
1 .the more formal, technical
bargaining approach ex
pected at the Appellate Con
ference, and
2 . the expectation that more
highly trained appellate con
ferees make necessary the
retaining of costly outside
counsel.
The author expressed concern that
these and other features of the new
system may cause many taxpayers
to bypass the administrative appeal
route and go directly into court, thus
straining the capacity of the court
system.

The AICPA Opposed The
Change
The Federal Tax Division of the
AICPA surveyed 400 tax experts
within the Institute and found that 82
percent favored retaining the twolevel appeal systems.8The AICPA Tax
Division suggested the savings for
the government will be illusory
because appellate conferences will
be available at all district con
ference locations, thus requiring ad
ditional Appellate Division person
nel. The AICPA Tax Division pre
dicted the new system will reduce
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opportunities for settlement without Associate Professor of Accounting
litigation. Also, taxpayers will be at the University of North Carolina at
pressured to engage additional pro Charlotte. His professional member
fessional counsel because a second ships include American Taxation As
conference is available only after a sociation, North Carolina Associ
ation of CPAs, AICPA, AAA, and
petition is filed with the Tax Court.
IRS Implemented The Change NAA. He has previously published in
On October 2, 1978, the proposed the professional literature.
changes were implemented by the
Internal Revenue Service.9 All cases
scheduled for district conference on
that date were transferred to the Ap
pellate Division. In the original pro
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as to the advantages of the new ap
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Conclusion
Changes in the appeals procedure didates will be given a series of fastwill have an impact on those who track assignments in the following
practice before the IRS. The degree areas:
to which the changes will be suc
cessful is not clear. One thing is
clear: tax practitioners should
become thoroughly familiar with the
new procedures.
□

Notes
1Another alternative would be to pay the
disputed tax and file for a refund. Then when
the IRS refuses the refund, take the case to
District Court.
21977 Annual Report of the Commissioner
of Internal Revenue, p. 26.
3These statistics are taken from the 1978
Annual Report of the Commissioner of Inter
nal Revenue, pp. 29-30, 97. Statistics for 1978
are for the fiscal year ending September 30,
1978.
4Federal Register, Vol., 43, No. 64, Monday,
April 3, 1978. p. 13896.
5Frank Wolpe, “Thoughts for a Single
Level of Appeal,” Taxes—The Tax Magazine,
(May, 1978), pp. 267-271.
6Paul E. Trusch, “The District Con
ference—Can it be Saved and is it Worth Sav
ing?” Taxes—The Tax Magazine, (August,
1978), pp. 498-503.
7Most cases docketed by the Tax Court
are settled in conference between the tax
payer’s representative, the appellate con
feree, and regional counsel.
8“News Report," The Journal of Account
ancy, (July, 1978), p. 16.
9IRS Statement of Procedural Rules—Ap
pellate Functions. Reg. 601.106.
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Performance Evaluation In The
German Democratic Republic
Government, Not Management, Makes The
Decisions Based On Profitability And Key
Numbers.
In the German Democratic Repub
lic, as in the other socialist republics
of eastern Europe, production deci
sions are not made by manufactur
ing firms, but at the upper levels of
the national government. The reason
is that the economies of these coun
tries are centrally planned.
In a planned economy the major
policy decisions, such as a shift in
emphasis from industrial to con
sumer goods or a change in prices,
are made by the very top government
leaders. These decisions are then
sent to a planning staff which is
usually housed in a cabinet-level
Central Planning Department. The
planners translate the decisions into
plans, initially for each segment of
the economy, but finally for each en
terprise within the country. While
drawing up these detailed plans they
must of course, make sure that all
the plans are mutually compatible.
For instance, when the production of
private cars is to be increased, cor
responding increases must be plan
ned for all the parts and supplied, as
well as the energy, needed for
manufacturing the additional auto
mobiles.
In addition to the production deci
sions the central government also
makes all the decisions regarding
wages and prices. In general, politi
cal considerations play a larger role
in setting prices than do costs.
Bread, potatoes, and other basic
foods, for instance, are deliberately
low-priced even if that means price
subsidies, whereas such luxuries as
coffee and bananas are kept expen
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sive. Prices are also used to affect
consumer spending. For example, if
the government wants to encourage
the purchase of TV sets, it will lower
their prices, and when it wants to dis
courage the purchase of washing
machines it will raise their prices.
It is evident that the smooth func
tioning of the economy and maybe
even the political stability of the
country depend on the economic
plan. First of all, the plan must meet
the most important needs and expec
tations of the people; secondly, it
must be attainable; and finally, it
must be attained.
To make sure that the overall plan
is fulfilled, each enterprise is given
its own plan. A manufacturing firm’s
production plan, for instance, will
detail the items to be produced and
the quantities in which they are to be
produced. For each item the firm is
also given a blueprint listing not only
the kinds and numbers of parts con
tained in the item, but also the kind
and amount of labor required for its
production.
After a firm has been given its
plan, its performance must be
monitored and evaluated. It is ob
vious that the traditional financial
statements are of little use in this
situation, since neither the balance
sheet nor the income statement will
show whether the firm has attained
its goals. The East German planners
therefore had to find other statistical
methods to measure performance.

Statistical Measures
The wealth of statistical measures

used by East German planners and
their importance are explained by
the authors of an advanced account
ing textbook published in the Ger
man Democratic Republic as
follows:
To express success and prob
lems in numbers has become
generally acceptable in our
socialist society. With the aid of
numbers processes and events
are made concrete: they
become visible and compar
able. That is especially true in
the field of economics. The
growth of our economic suc
cesses shows itself in such
numbers as the volume of pro
duction, the reduction in costs,
the per capita consumption of
important food stuffs and in
dustrial goods, in the develop
ment of the government budget
and in many other key numbers
of special significance. Also
expressed in numbers are other
areas of society’s life, from the
cultural pursuits of small
groups via the development
and utilization of different
educational institutions to the
physical and social welfare.
Numbers are used to report single
events in manufacturing firms and
other institutions of the national
economy as well as to group events
by categories and finally to evaluate
them for various purposes.1
For the evaluation of each en
terprise the responsible governmen
tal department or economic associ
ation develops a schedule of key
numbers. A sample of such a
schedule in abbreviated form2 is
shown in Table 1.
Each schedule of key numbers
must meet the following three cri
teria:
1. All the numbers necessary to
depict the complete economic cycle
of the enterprise must be included
and arranged in a systematic
fashion.
2. The key numbers must be com
puted using the definitions and
methods prescribed by the Govern
ment’s Central Administration for
Statistics.
3. Guidelines for the evaluation of
the schedules must include the fre
quency and method of reporting as
well as the goals set for key num
bers.3
The schedule of key numbers in

Table 1
Sample Schedule of Key Numbers
For A Socialist Manufacturing Enterprise

1.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

Profitability
Enterprise income
Deviations from enterprise income by factors (may be sub-divided)
Production fund tax
Net income
Cost index a - b x 100
Profitability index a-bx 100
Profitability index for funds e + fx100
where a = total costs of realized production of manufactured goods
b = expenses financed by special funds
c = total proceeds from realized production of manufactured goods
d = net income
e = total basic funds
f = total circulating funds

2.
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Production and capacity
Production of goods
Production per calendar day
Fund indices
Capacity utilization
Achievement of planned product mix
Coefficientof quality of production

3.
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5

Proceeds
Proceeds from realized production of manufactured goods at government determined prices
Backorders
Proceeds from export of goods
Export back orders
export proceeds
Coefficientof hard currency
total proceeds

3.6

Relationship of manufactured goods sold to manufactured goods produced

4.
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

Inventories and financing
Inventories above planned inventories
Inventories below planned inventories
Planned inventories
Loans
Loans exceeding planned loans
Marketing expenses

(high quality production)
total production

5.
Labor, productivity, and wages
5.1 Total labor force
5.2 Manufacturing labor force
5.3 Total hours worked — manufacturing labor force
5.4 Total wages
5.5 Average wage of total labor force
5.6 Labor productivity for the manufacturing labor force
5.7 Labor productivity for the total labor force
5.8 Relationship of increases in labor productivity to average wages for the total labor force

6.
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

Science and technology
Research and development
Investments
Basic funds
New investment proposals

7.
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

Funds
Performance fund
Premium fund
Cultural and social fund
Fund for science and technology
Investment fund
Repair fund
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Table 1 can be expanded and sub
divided, virtually ad infinitum.
Category 2.4, capacity utilization, for
instance, can be expressed as max
imum, optimal, planned, and actual
or subdivided by production depart
ments; and deviations from invento
ries in categories 4.1 and 4.2 can be
shown for some or all products
manufactured.
Of the key numbers, the prof
itability index appears to be the most
important. It is used for analyses
where an American accountant
would use net income, to determine
the profitability by departments and
to plan manufacturing mix.4
It should be noted that the prof
itability index expresses income as a
percentage of total costs, rather than
as a percentage of total sales. In a
planned economy where all prices
are determined by the government,
frequently on the basis of political
considerations as stated before,
using total costs to measure prof
itability might make more sense.
After all, an enterprise cannot in
crease its income by increasing its
prices, only by decreasing its costs.
On the other hand, it must be admit
ted that the profitability index hides
the income realized by the govern
ment better than does the rate of
return on sales.
Since the key numbers are used
for performance evaluation, it is
understandable that people will want
to manipulate them. This can easily
be done with the profitability index
by producing lower quality merchan
dise at lower costs. It can also be
done by manipulating production
while keeping an eye on key number
2.5, achievement of the planned
product mix. For instance, if one
goal of a firm manufacturing fur
niture is expressed as the number of
tables produced, the firm can exceed
its goal without increasing its wood
consumption by switching from din
ing room tables to coffee and end
tables.
These tendencies are recognized
in the German Democratic Republic,
as the following quotation from a re
port of the Central Committee of the
Socialist Unity Party (the East Ger
man Communist Party) shows:
It is necessary to approach the
evaluation of planned key num
bers in a communist kind and
way and to determine exactly
what the real reasons are for
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achievement or non-achieve
ment of plans. The party
organization and the responsi
ble organs of the government
and the economy should exer
cise stricter control over the
methods in which production
plans are achieved. Wherever
plans are fulfilled through the
production of goods which are
not the kind or quality of
merchandise demanded by the
consumers, the appropriate
conclusions should be drawn
for the evaluation of the per
formance and measures for
change should be initiated.
These are not any more just
questions of the formation of
key numbers and accounting
reports, but questions of
societaIly responsible
behavior.5

Staff Turnover —
Continued from page 17

This leads to the conclusion that
dissatisfaction with their positions
continues to exist for advanced
seniors. One may speculate that
those who stayed for three or four
years have decided to make a career
with the firm and are thwarted in
their desire to be promoted to man
ager. Inability to obtain a promotion
may be related to the individual’s po
tential performance as a manager. If
this assumption is true, the A ratings
of individuals who were judged to
have excellent long-term prospects
casts some doubt on the sincerity of
the evaluation system or the ability
of the evaluators to communicate
convincingly with staff about their
potential with the firm.
Notes

Conclusion
The threat implicit in the last sen
tence of the above quotation shows
the weight given to the attainment of
the national economic plan by the
leaders of the Communist Party.
Since the overall plan can only be
achieved if each firm fulfills its plan,
the evaluation of each firm’s per
formance is of crucial importance.
Whether or not the schedule of key
numbers is an adequate tool for this
purpose is difficult to determine for
an outsider, since the textbooks are
understandably reluctant to discuss
specific shortcomings for fear of giv
ing East German managers new
ideas. However, the Central Com
mittee
’s report quoted above indi
cates that serious problems exist.
Of special interest to an American
accountant is probably the fact that
the profitability index plays such a
prominent role among the key num
bers. It shows that socialist econo
mists realize that income is not just a
capitalistic aberration, but a neces
sary evil — even in a planned
economy.
Notes
1Guenther Geissler, Gerhard Heske, Klaus
Neumann, and Gerhard Reinecke,
Rechnungsfuehrung und Statistik im
Sozialismus (Berlin: Verlag Die Wirtschaft,
1977), p. 13.
2Guenther Geissler, Gerhard Reinecke, and
Karl Schaffranka, Rechnungsfuehrung und
Statistik — Industrie (Berlin: Verlag Die
Wirtschaft, 1976), pp. 226-227.
3Ibid, p. 225.
4lbid, pp. 230-234.
5Geissler, Heske, et al, op. cit., p. 66.

1It is somewhat surprising that a person
with a B rating would be fired. However, this
individual had asked for numerous transfers
within the office and was still a junior after
3-1/2 years of service. Statements in the per
formance reports by both the evaluator and
the individual indicated a tendency by this
person to be unhappy in any work assign
ment.
2It is unclear why the firm would want to re
tain two individuals with D ratings even in the
short run. Interviews with firm personnel
revealed that occasionally, a separation will
be recorded with the comment “additional re
tention desirable” when perhaps “would have
been released shortly” might have been a
more appropriate assessment of the terminat
ing employee’s prospects with the firm.
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Continuing education in the field
of income taxes is practically a
necessity given the continual
change in the tax laws. Whether a
person is a tax practitioner or an au
ditor, an up-to-date tax knowledge is
required. Despite the wide range of
tax programs that are available to
practitioners, there always seems to
be something that is overlooked. The
objectivies of this study were to
derive a profile of past continuing
education tax programs and to
determine practitioners’ recommen
dations for future programs.

Backgrounds
A survey of practicing CPAs was
conducted to determine their tax
backgrounds. The CPAs were also
asked for recommendations regard
ing continuing education programs
in the tax field. A total of 325 practic
ing CPAs responded to the question
naire survey. All respondents were
members of the AICPA. Approx
imately 86% worked in public ac
counting, 5% in industry, 5% in
government, and 4% other. Fifty res
pondents (15%) stated that they
worked in the tax department of a
CPA firm. With respect to firm size,
the respondents were asked how

Accountants, and bar associations.
In-house programs were also well
represented. Approximately 41% of
the respondents had attended a pro
gram sponsored by the AICPA, 36%
had attended state society spon
sored programs, 6% had attended
NAA sponsored tax programs, and
38% had been the beneficiary of in
house programs sponsored by their
employer. Other organizations, such
as bar associations, universities,
and banks had sponsored programs
attended by 17% of the respondents.
The above percentages do not add
to 100% because several respon
dents had attended multiple pro
grams.

many accountants worked in their
office. The following is the percen
tage breakdown:
Sole practitioner
24.9%
16.0
2 to 4
13.5
5 to 10
7.4
11 to 15
5.2
16 to 25
11.4
26 to 50
8.3
51 to 100
13.3
Over 100
100.0%

Attendance at Seminars

The CPAs were also asked to rate
the quality of their instructors at the
programs they had attended. These
quality ratings were as follows:
Excellent
29.9%
Above Average
54.6
Average
15.1
Below Average
0.4
100.0%
Another question asked the respon
dents to compare the quality of their
college taxation course to most con
tinuing education tax courses. Ap
parently the majority are satisfied
with their continuing education pro
grams as the following evaluations
show that a high percentage were as
pleased or more pleased with the
continuing education programs.
Continuing education
of higher quality
Continuing education
of equal quality
Continuing education
of lower quality

43.4%
33.8

The respondents were first asked
22.8
how many continuing education
100.0%
seminars or programs they had at
tended in the past two years that re Some of the individuals who were
lated to taxation: The responses not entirely happy with the continu
ing education courses they had at
were as follows:
tended
replied to a question asking
None
30.2%
what was wrong with the courses
1
8.9
and how they could be improved.
2
17.5
Answers included the following:
3
11.4
Many courses are either too sim
4
8.9
ple, or so obscure that they are
5
6.2
6
8.0
useless.
7
or more8.9
Courses in taxation spend too
100.0%
much time on format of returns
and simple changes that practi
Sponsors of Programs
tioners can figure out for them
The sponsors of these programs
selves. More time should be spent
included the AICPA, state societies
on complex situations.
of CPA’s, the National Association of
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There should be more meat in con
tinuing education programs.
One-day seminars should be held
that advance from the basic to the
complex on one particular tax sub
ject.
There should be more emphasis
on the gift and estate tax laws.
Continuing education tax courses
should be taught on Saturdays.
There should be more emphasis
on tax planning and saving the
client money, and less emphasis
on how to fill out income tax forms.
There should be more detailed
study in specific areas of the law
(for example, the tax conse
quences of an IRA distribution
under every given situation).
Based on the above quotations,
many CPAs seem to feel that the
continuing education programs they
have attended are too watered down
to be useful. This is probably a valid
criticism, particularly in recent years
when so many courses have dealt
primarily with changes in the tax law
brought about by new legislation.
These changes could be learned by
reading the literature. Thus, the CPA
who kept abreast of tax changes
would probably get little benefit from
the majority of courses. Alter
natively, complicated issues (those
with meat to them) would probably
not draw a very large crowd for a
course since few practitioners have
similar problems when it comes to
the more controversial situations.
The subject matter of continuing
education courses was primarily
limited to individual and corporate
taxation. The respondents stated
that, on the average, about 46% of
the courses they attended were
devoted to individual taxation. Cor
poration income taxes accounted for
50% of the subject matter, while gift
and estate taxes made up 3% of the
total and state income taxes were
covered the remaining 1% of the
time.
When asked whether more con
tinuing education courses were
needed in the tax field, the CPAs
were overwhelmingly positive. Over
75% of the respondents felt that
more tax courses were needed.

Cost
Cost was an important factor to
the respondents. The charges for at
tending a continuing professional
30/The Woman CPA, January, 1980

education course varied from $10 to
several hundred dollars. The prices
charged can be summarized as
follows:
Under $50
24.4%
$51 to $75
32.1
$76 to $125
26.7
Over $125
16.8
100.0%
One additional question regard
ing cost inquired as to whether the
CPAs would consider attending a
mini-tax course if the registration
for such a program was $1,000.
The course would be held on ten
Saturdays with expert speakers
coming from across the country.
Only 12.9% said they would con
sider attending.
Numerous respondents volun
tarily wrote comments relative to
the cost questions. Some of these,
representing the most often stated
sentiments were as follows:
Continuing education seminars
should be offered at a more
reasonable cost. The courses
sponsored by the state society
are quite expensive.
There should be a reduction in
fees so that tax practitioners can
afford to attend the courses.
There should be lower cost pro
grams made available to small
firms.
The more tax courses the better,
but hold the cost to under $50.
One CPA, in response to the last
question about the $1,000 course
stated:
The speakers do not have to be
nationally known in order to pro
vide a worthwhile seminar. This
area is full of very knowledgeable
and well qualified speakers who
will work for a lower fee.

Other Comments
Another interesting, and unasked
for, response that appeared on sev
eral questionnaires was the recom
mendation that continuing tax
education should be required to stay
licensed. Comments included the
following:
Continuing education should be
compulsory and not voluntary. At
least a portion of these required
hours should be in the field of tax
ation.
Taxation should be strongly
recommended as a part of the con
tinuing education requirements.

CPE courses in taxation should be
required for tax practitioners.
Continuing tax education should
be required of all CPAs.

Summary and Conclusions
Most CPAs are pleased with the
continuing education courses that
they have attended in the area of tax
ation. This is a meaningful statistic
since about 70% of practicing CPA’s
have attended a tax course during
the past two years. A majority of
CPAs have attended two or more tax
courses during this period of time.
The subject matter of these courses
was equally divided between
courses dealing with individual taxa
tion and corporate taxation. Several
CPAs felt that additional courses in
the estate and gift tax area were
needed.
Despite the fact that over half of
the courses had cost less than $75 to
attend, many CPAs felt that lower
cost courses were needed. The ses
sions sponsored by the AICPA and
state societies were the most often
mentioned of the high cost courses.
The respondents to this survey
made several worthwhile sugges
tions. Surprisingly, there was great
unanimity of opinion across age
groups and different firm sizes.
Although the respondents are rela
tively happy with their continuing
professional education in the tax
field, they generally agreed that
more courses are needed, at a lower
cost, and that offerings should strive
to cover the topics in more depth.
Tonya K. Flesher, CPA, Ph.D., is an
assistant professor of accountancy
at the University of Mississippi. She
is a member of the AWSCPA and is
on the editorial board of The Woman
CPA. She has had previous articles
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Dale L. Flesher, CPA, CMA, Ph.D., is
an associate professor of accountan
cy at the University of Mississippi
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R. Joseph Barnes, CPA, MBA, J.D.,
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in Boone, North Carolina. He has had
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as an attorney.

OPINION
A Comment on College Recruiting and the
“Older” Student’
James W. Deitrick, DBA
Recruiting college graduates is a
year—round activity for most large
public accounting firms and also for
some smaller ones. The individuals
who comprise a public accounting
firm are its most important and visi
ble assets. The rigors of public ac
counting require the talents of ar
ticulate, intelligent, technically com
petent, and personable people. Con
sequently, firms aggressively com
pete for the top students in each gra
duating class. The continued growth
of accounting firms and the ever-ex
panding duties of the auditor de
mand that the best available minds
and personalities be drawn into the
profession. However, it appears that
this does not always happen.
Recent years have witnessed the
increased enrollment of older, more
mature students in colleges and
universities in general and in ac
counting in particular. Indications
are that this trend will continue. For
various reasons, many people are
changing careers; housewives are
either returning to or starting col
lege, persons retiring from the mili
tary (after the Viet Nam build-up) and
military personnel receiving educa
tional leaves are attending univer
sities under the Gl bill. Many of these
older students are attracted to ac
counting because of its intellectual
challenge and reports of optimistic
employment conditions. They
typically select a program that will
lead to an undergraduate or gradu
ate degree in accounting, but some
judiciously choose a minimum set of
1Throughout this article, the term “older
student” refers to college graduates who
seek an entry-level position in public ac
counting when they are thirty years old or
more. The actual hiring decisions of some
public accounting firms imply that something
near this age constitutes an invisible barrier
for an entry-level position, particularly on
audit staffs.

courses that will only permit them to
sit for the CPA exam and also enter
the accounting job market. Despite
glowing personal and academic
records, many older students are fre
quently rejected by the Big Eight and
other large accounting firms.
Naturally, this can be a bitter and
disappointing experience. However,
rejection is not necessarily indica
tive of an individual’s faults or limita
tions but might, instead, reflect in
flexible and antiquated hiring
policies.
For these rebuked older students,
the apparent denial of a job based
on age alone can be difficult to ac
cept. Many are among the top stu
dents in their classes. Their in
telligence, experience, personality,
wisdom, and motivation frequently
combine to make them outstanding
accountants in addition to having
other favorable characteristics that
their younger counterparts fre
quently lack. However, the less
qualified but younger students often
win the jobs. It is virtually impossible
to offer a rational explanation to
an experienced, bright, but older stu
dent who was refused a job at a par
ticular office of a public accounting
firm when it is learned that a friend
with lower grades, less maturity and
no business experience received an
attractive offer from the same office.
This situation can be especially
uncomfortable for graduate students
who are about thirty years of age
working as instructors or teaching
assistants and are simultaneously
competing in the job market with
their students. The problem becomes
even more disconcerting if the grad
uate student’s credibility is
diminished once the class learns of
his or her rejection and a class
mate’s subsequent offer. Although
the rejection may have been strongly

influenced by the graduate student’s
age, many undergraduates will
nevertheless interpret the rejection
to signal a lack of competence or
ability. Obviously, if students do not
have confidence in or respect for
their instructor, the instructor’s effec
tiveness has been reduced.
Firms sometimes attempt to justify
the rejection of older entry-level ac
countants with the argument that
prior experience indicates that most
in this group frequently have
difficulty accepting supervision from
younger personnel. Also, it is
pointed out that professionals in the
firms of the same age are either man
agers or partners. It is claimed that
these differences often cause insur
mountable problems. As a result,
older students in the job market are
usually overlooked by the larger
firms even though if hired at age thir
ty they potentially can contribute
twenty-five years of service by the
time they are fifty-five.
A decision not to extend a job offer
that is heavily weighted by the appli
cant’s age may appear to be the anti
thesis of a profession. Certainly
academically and morally qualified
graduates of Medical and Law
Schools are not denied employment
at the largest hospitals, clinics, or
law offices because they are seeking
an entry-level position when their
age exceeds a relatively young
plateau such as thirty. As members
of a respected profession, public ac
countants should strive to attract
and retain the brightest and most
capable people regardless of age or
other discriminating factors other
than competence. Those who are
professionally qualified and meet the
employers’ standards should be
given an unbiased opportunity to
practice their chosen profession at
any sized firm that they believe most
appropriate for them. It seems ironic
that during a period of vigorous
competition for accountants, some
of the most qualified and promising
candidates are not always given
serious consideration.
There are three significant
aspects regarding the older, more
mature recruit that merit attention.
First, public accounting firms that
tend to reject entry-level candidates
exceeding a relatively young cut-off
age, (say thirty or thirty-two) are ad
vised to reconsider this policy. In
terms of serving the public, such a
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One wonders to what extent
the accounting firms with un
satisfactory experience with
older entry-level personnel
counseled and worked with
these accountants about their
unique problems.
practice makes it almost impossible
for some of the best accountants
coming out of college today to par
ticipate in audits of many of the
largest and most complex com
panies in the world where their
maturity, experience, and wisdom
could give them a differential advan
tage. Also, times are different from
what they were ten years ago, and
people’s attitudes are changing.
There is greater acceptance and
respect for individuals regardless of
age, race, color, sex or religion.
There is ample evidence in both the
private and public sectors that the
young can successfully lead and
supervise those who are older with
out excessive conflict or resentment.
Firms basing today’s formal or infor
mal hiring policies on experience
with yesterday’s older recruits are
possibly in error.
Further, one wonders to what ex
tent the accounting firms with un
satisfactory experience with older
entry-level personnel counseled and
worked with these accountants
about their unique problems.
Perhaps the time is right for firms to
modify their operating policies,
become more flexible in their hiring,
and try again to accomodate the
otherwise qualified older recruit. In
addition to regular career paths,
maybe new positions could be cre
ated for these qualified people. For
example, the dynamic nature of
public accounting and the growth of
most firms make continuing profes
sional education extremely impor
tant. Perhaps they could be hired
with the understanding that they will
eventually teach these courses and
also perform administrative duties
such as assisting managers and
partners by coordinating jobs or
review work. Also, public accounting
firms intentionally ignoring this sub
set of graduates are possibly
susceptible to lawsuits alleging age
discrimination.
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Second, because the Big Eight
and other large firms usually have
not extended offers to older gradu
ates, this pool of candidates repre
sents a prime recruiting target for
smaller firms. Small firms might im
prove their campus recruiting pro
grams if they allocate some
resources for the specific recruit
ment of this group at an early stage.
Historically, smaller firms do not
compete favorably with larger firms
for the cream of the younger college
graduates. However, as discussed
earlier, some outstanding, older en
try-level candidates are not seriously
considered by the larger firms. Only
then do many of these students
become seriously interested in the
smaller public accounting firms. In
addition to discovering more favora
ble employment opportunities, it is
often learned that small firms can
provide an environment that the
older student finds particularly at
tractive but was previously unaware
of. Consequently, it is suggested that
small firms consider revising their
recruiting strategies to bring these
messages to the older students early
in the recruiting process. This
should help the smaller practitioner
more efficiently exploit his advan
tage with this group of qualified stu
dents. Moreover, these students
should benefit from the advanced in
formation and more realistically plan
their job searches.

Third, students and potential ac
counting students who expect to
enter the job market when they are
thirty years of age or older should be
aware of the distinct possibility of
not receiving a job offer from a large
public accounting firm. This can
happen regardless of one’s outstand
ing academic and personal creden
tials. Hopefully, this situation will
change, but until it does, students in
this category should possibly revise
their expectations. They might be
more successful finding employment
with smaller firms, in industry, or in
the public sector.

Editor’s Comment: My experiences
in academic advising and job place
ments of the older students support
the conclusions of Dr. Deitrick.

James W. Deitrick, DBA, is an As
sistant Professor of Accounting at
the Graduate School of Business, the
University of Texas at Austin. He has
published in professional journals
and participated in the latest revision
of Kohler’s A Dictionary for Ac
counts.

CORRECTION
A paragraph was omitted from the article by Drs. B. N. Schwartz and
Michael A. Diamond in the October issue. The following should have
appeared at the top of the 2nd column on page 26 before the start of the
1st paragraph.

Students feel that they have a good chance of obtaining their career
choice. The mean response from all respondents was 75.29%. A stu
dent’s career choice did effect perception of the ability to obtain
employment, however. The mean probabilities for those choosing
government and national CPA firms were 69.37% and 71.02% respec
tively. On the other hand, the mean probabilities for those choosing
graduate education and private industry, non-accounting were 85.59%
and 78.17%.
The editor regrets this omission.
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